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The Smallest Ito And The Biggest Bargain
In Your FamilyTudget Is...The Leader

e 77
Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, September
2, 1948
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6,768 Registered
In Labor Survey
For New Factory
Civic

Temperature Hits 99
Here; Rain Is Needed
For Pastures, Tobacco

Peace Time Draft
Moves Smoothly
Here; 336 Register
All Men

!

To Lead Crusade

Schools To Start
Tuesday With Full
Teaching Corps

The mercury, which has passed
the 100-degree mark in a number of Kentucky cities the last
Leaders Will Go
week, never quite reached that
Inducted By
To Chicago To Make
Sixth Grade Is Added
spot here, according to A. M. Local
Board
Will
igg exceed the number to
Harvill, of lieia I government
At Butler; All Beginners
Presentati
on
When
Train At Camp
here in preview years,
guage keeper, but did go to 99
Report
Must
Is
Have Physical
Ready
Breckinridge
found through a survey
Princeton's bid for a large new
' here two days, last Tuesday and
Examinatio
Registration
ns
here,
at Eddy
Isis week by The Leader.
industry had met all major re- Wednesday. Temperature
With all teaching posts filled
peak' ville and Marion of young
men
Caldwell
counand
quirements
this week, with the the last ix
on
days has averaged called
at Sutler, Eastside and Dotson
upon for service in the
registration of 6,768 persons who 94 degrees.
„Alt and the colleges they
Rainfall Sunday was Nation's
school s, Princeton classrooms
new peacetime draft
have
signified
their
desire
for
.20 of an inch at the Harvill
led are:
went forward this week, starting
will receive pupils
jobs in the light metals plant place
Tuesday
but was not sufficient to
, State Teachers ColMonday, smoothly and well,
which
will
be
morning: Sept. 7, when the reglocated
same- help pastures much, R. A.
Lau Nell Russell, GerMaHenry D. Averdick, chief clerk
where in this area. R. S. Greg- bry,
ular autumn term begins, Supt.
county agent, said. Uncut
girhie, Judy Pruett, Harfor Selective Service Board No.
ory, a leader in the movement
tobacco also is badly in need of
C. T. Pollard said this week. .
Nelimur, Billy Creekmur,
9,
said
Wednesday
morning.
here, said Wednesday morning. rain
and more showers like
Martin, Jr., Joe Frani:
Registration began Monday at
Monday and
Tuesday 143
Registration figures released Sunday's
Rev: L: 0. Leet
Butler High School, when 52
will help greatly at young men
George Robert Richie,
25 years old tegis
at 10,15 Wednesday morning
this time, he said.
seniors, 81 juniors, 84 sophoWoodruff, Don Granstaff,
tered at the courthouse here,
were: Princeton, 2,448; Provimores and 111 freshmen were
• Groom, Jim Pickens,
160 at Marion and 33 at Eddydence, 860; Eddyville and Kutenroled. The figures last year
Clayton,. Barbara Beville, Mr. Averdick said.
tawa, 826; Fredonia, 190; Sturat registration were: Seniors, 72;
Jack Winstead, George
William J. Batten, senior vice
gis, 204; Cadiz, 1,008; Dawson
juniors; 81; sophomores, 84;
aid J. W. Tatum.
commander
of
Nuckols-Herron
Springs, 432, and Madisonville
State Teachers ColPost, Disabled American Veter- Rev. L. 0. Leet, Steward, freshmen, 91.
(incomplete) 808. Registration
A-faculty meeting will be held
Iluy Leta Hamby, C. A.
ans, was named member of the
is in progress today at Elkton
at Butler for High School and
i Jr., Bill Brown, Jimmy
draft board for .Caldwell coun- ship-Evangelist, To Be
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Postoff
and Hopkinsville, which is exice
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Eastside teachers Monday mornJohn W. Schenk, 49, (left) Sharpsburg,
t. Bill Kercheval, Sue
ty this week and is serving dai- Here Sept. 9-19
Pa., farmer, won pected to add at least 1,000 perWill Observe Holiday
the Grand American Handicap,
, and Edward Carter.
Rev. L. 0. Leet, of Dallas, ing at 10 o'clock, Mr. Pollard
ly as chief registrar. Hubert
the "world series” of trap- sons to the eligible workers' roll.
shooting, from I7-year-old Jimmy
, town College, GeorgeYoung, chief clerk of the draft Tex., N ation a 1 Stewarcthip said, and a similar meeting for
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Waukesha, Wis. Both had 99x100 in first
Labor
Joe Ann Watson.
Day,
Monday,
board here during World War Evangelist for the Christian Dotson teachers is scheduled for
Sept.
6,
round. Schenk broke
Figures on the registration
will
;erbilt University, Nash- • 24x25 to Rasmussen's 23x25 in the shoot-off. (AP
be
observed
in
II,
has served each day in a vol- Church of America, will con- 10 o'clock Saturday morning.
Princeton
as
Wirephoto) have beeri sent to the agency
New teachers include Mrs.
Joanne Pickering
inviting a Princeton bid for the a business holiday, George Eld- untary capacity, without remun• duct a series of services at the. Earl Adams,
home economics;
• Taylor. .
Christian Church beginning
new industry daily since the pro- red, president of the Retail Mer- eration, Mr. Averdick said.
School, Chattanooga,
Other volunteer workers who Wednesday night, Sept. 8, at Dorothy Asher, English; Mrs.
ject was started here, Mr. Greg- chants' Association, said TuesCooper Crider, science; James D.
-I Taylor.
are aiding in the registration 7:30 o'clock.
ory said, and a final report, in day.
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here
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by
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here
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for
the
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Mrs.
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Ernest
in
years,
Childress,
the United
Mrs.
advantages of Princeton, will be
and Mrs. Carter Adams, Third
Bill Lowry, Bill
taken to Chicago by Mr. Greg- was one of four agreed upon by Hampton Nichols, Jr., Mrs. D. States, is an ordained minister grade; Mrs. Flora
Creekmur,
State
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with
to be celebrated E. Tudor, Mrs. S. Oteeratlett, Mrs.
al Cunningham, Dor;
Bright Future Because Of Natural Rea background of 24 years
ory and Dr. F. T. Linton, the
each year. Others are July 4, C. A. Varble, Miss Nola Guess, of pastoral service. He is a grad- Sixth grade; Dorothy Joiner,
Wood, Virginia Bow- sources, Water
latter
chairman
of the Citizens
Power, Soil Improvement, Says
Barney Linton,
James McCaslin and Mrs. James uate of Butler Univessity, a Sixth grade; Mrs. B. G. Moore,
Committee, according to present Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Report Of Committee
Most
public
graduate student 3 years at Tex- Second grade; Mrs. Josephine
offices
Richardson.
are
-ston, Nancy Dee
schedplans.
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to
close
as
Christian University, and a Moore, Fourth grade, Eastside.
Labor
In
Day,
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includof short duration.
county,
Glenn
BarAmong Princetonians
w h o ing
Due to crowded conditions at
the banks and postoffice, of- rett is serving as chief registrar graduate student 2 years at the
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survey regEastside School, a Sixth grade
with
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central
position,
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will
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the
University
and
growing season averages isration here and in
of Chicago. He beno member of the Selective
.;alon, Tenn., Oscar
the other
City schools have delayed Service Board had been named gan his ministry in Indianapolis, will be taught at Butler High
Thmpbell Harold Cam- replace Indiana as the center of six months. Rainfall, the report cities and towns of the
area
population
in
the
United States. continues, averages 42 inches,
their opening until Tuesday, when this report closed Wednes- Ind., in 1922, and has filled with building this year, Russell GoodMason and Neil Dunwere: James Mashburn, Wanda
aker, principal of Eastside, said
This statement, with many falls mainly in • short
daY morning at 11 o'clock. Nei- distinction the pulpits of four
showers, Cummins, Mrs. Jimmie Gresh- Sept. 7.
Princeton stores resumed stay- ther had a member been desig- leading Christian churches be- this week. Pupils for this class
Tech, Atlanta, Rum- other facts a n d recommenda- and is uniformly distributed am, William Murray, Mrs. Wiltions, is contained in the tenth throughout the year.
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for
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a
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All
county men 18 to 25 will be his 122nd crusade.
ing to the ' report, is 2,845,627, Vinson, Louise Martin
1,inton.
CunningFirst grade pupils who live
The entire community is coryears old are to register at the
!ate College for Worn- ization headed by Harry W. with an average density of 71 to ham.
100
Attend
Annual
dially invited to attend these west of Seminary street will atcourthouse
Eddyville,
in
the
Tex., Cynthia Ann Schacter, of Louisville, and in- the square mile. Almost 75 perJimmie Mitchell, Mrs. Paul Rotary
tend at the High School buildClub Picnic
chief clerk said. Only Caldwell servicea, in which Mr. Leet will
.n and Dottie Deen. cluding representatives of farm- cent are classed as rural people, Dorroh, Hillery Barnett, Louise
ing, subject to change if the class
More than 100 Rotarians, Ro- county eligibles are to register lead in the study and
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and
practice
nearly
half
are farmers. Jones, Conway Lacey, Atha Stal;.7niversity, Lafayette,
is too large or too small, it is
tary-Anna and their guests at- in Princeton. Residents of
press, and many other types of There are 56 cities in the
any of primary obligations, resronsiP. Beesley.
state lins, Bernice Davis, Mrs. 3. 3. tended
the club's annual Picnic of the three counties under jur- tilities and privileges of the announced. rirst grade pupils at
organizations
.
of 2,500 romore. Four fifths of Rosenthal, Willard Moore.
as School of Nursing
Eastside will be assigned alphaat Kuttawa Mineral Springs. isdiction of Draft Board No.
The report just released is de- the land is in farms, with one9 Christian life. His efforl is unPeabody College,
William Nichols, Mrs. E. Wil- James Mashburn
w a s wel- may register in other towns or usual in that it creates a long- betically.
voted to Kentuckys natural re- fourth of the farm land in
Shirley Farmer.
liamson, Mrs. Lee Cardin, Bob comed as Baby Rotarian
All pupils entering school for
and cities, if they are located away range program for the local
sources. Previous reports have crops, most of the rest in
Hancock, Mrs. Bill Gresham, Elwood Cook was
College, Tonkawa,
awarded a from home now, and their cards church, increasing its activity the first time must have had
dealt
with
agriculture,
educations,
pasture.
Mays.
Mrs. Randolph Hu t c h•i n s o n, pin for his third
year of per- will be sent here, Mr. Aver- and undergirding its steward- medical and physical examinaKentucky ranks fourth among i3lanche McCaslin, J. D. Hodge,
.rolina State, Raleigh, schools, health, housing, public
fect
attendance.
Gordon
Lisan- dick said.
ship life, the Rev. Tom Collins tions, Mr. Goodaker pointed out,
,
welfare,
manufacturin
g, etc.
the states in coal production, Jewell Creasey.
C. Harralson.
a requirement of the new Kenby
was
speaker
at
Tuesday's
said.
All
Kentuckians
drafted
Kentucky's
this
climate, an,., intro- with production about 80,000,Mrs. Burhl Hollowell, Mrs. meeting of the club, at the
and Mary College,
tucky Health Code. Forms for
Henfall
Sermon
will
stay
in Kentucky for
titles to be used are
duction to the report says, is 000 tons in 1947. Only Pennsyl- Dawson Nichols,
Va., Jimmy ButJohn E. Young, rietta Hotel.
examinations
are at all physias
training, Col. Solon F. Russell,
follows: September 8, "The
one of the most temporate in vania, Virginia and Illinois pro- Mrs. John E.
Young, Mary WilChurch for Today". September cians' offices here, he said.
State
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Service
director,
the
world.
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infreare
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son Eldred, Bob Jacobs, William
al Academy, AnnapoEastside lunchroom will open
9, "The Faith for Today." Sepannounced.
Jones, Virginia Morgan, Arnie
7arny Lisanby.
Monday, Sept. 13, and lunch
Col. Russell said Army policy tember 10, "What Price ConseFrances
Eldred
Kelly
Rawls, Mrs. Billie McElroy,
nt Military Academy,
tickets may be obtained at 15
is to send inductees to the cration." September 11, "The
Mary Leta Hamby, N. B. Camercents each or 75 cents for a week.
Succumbs Suddenly
nters.
camp nearest their home, and Church and Its Ordinances."
on, Fred Jake, Virginia McCasThe complete teaching roster
71 University, PrinceAfter Heart Attack
for Kentuckians that means Fort September 12, "Who Are t he
lin and Mary E. Pickens.
is:
Hugh Lynn Jacob.
Frances Eldred Kelly, 51,
Knox or Camp Breckinridge, Lost?" September 13, "The EterFirst To Eighth Grades
Butler High School: Mrs. Earl
in Union county. There are only nal Triangle." September 14,
daughter' of the late Mr. and
City Will Hire Extra
Adams, home economics; DoroTo
Taught,
Be
Beginning
General Baptist Revival
Martin Takes
four other camps in the U. S. "Must A Man Die?" September
Mrs. Shelley Eldred and niece of
thy • Asher, English; Robert Lee
Policeman To Help
15, "Releasing Power through
where draftees can be trained.
Dique Eldred, died at 9 o'clock
To Begin Monday, Sept. 13 Tuesday, Sept. 7
-servation Post
Be c k, mathematics; Margaret
Prayer."
Catch
Remodeling
Culprits
of
two-story
A
September
a
first
draft
call
10,000
16,
for
•'Wha
Members of the Princeton
d• (Billy) Martin, son Monday night in a hospital at
Boaz, commerce; K. V. Bryant,
Lives
Some
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the
frame
building,
of
city
In
men
have
is
located
at
expected
You?"
203
S.
to be made by
September 17,
General Baptist Church announc..d Mrs, Ray' Martin, North Conway, New Hampshire,
band and English; Mrs. Frank
menaced
been
"My
recently
Seminary
night
Way
by
street,
to God." September
to be St. Paul's
(Please Turn To Page 4)
es opening of a revival, begin!, has recently been following a heart attack suffered
Craig, mathematics; Mrs. Coopprowlers, according to a report ning Monday night, Sept.,
19. "Christians Consistent with
3, at Catholic school, is near compley the Soil Conserve- Saturday. She had been in ill
er Crider, science; Jack Gianat Monday ni gh t's Council 7:30 o'cloc4t, with the Rev.
Christ."
0. B. tion and plans are to open the City Attorney Hodge
as conservation aide. health several years. lier daughnini, sciencee; Pamelia Gordon.
Employment
meeting.
school
September
of
Tuesday,
adan
7,
Suffers
Stroke
Friday
Kelly,
Clark,
Louise
Eldred
ter,
was atevangelist, of Earlington,
- king with Oliver C.
economics and sncial science;
City Attorney S. D. Hodge Nelson
.r..t conservationist, in tending a summer camp in Can- ditional policeman was propos- in, charge. The new church is was announced this week by
Marking Trees
John Hackett, athletic coach and
abating
Father
to
in
ed
aid
suffered
menGeorge
this
Boecimke,
paralytic
a
priest
stroke
at
located at the corner of S. Semwith the local soil ada when Mrs. Kelly died. No
physical education; Re be k a li
In Christian County
funeral plans had been made ace and a committee will make inary street and Maple avenue, of St. Paul's Catholic Church his home on N. Seminary street
Henderson, English, Spanish and
district.
Ralph
Nelson,
district
forester,
recommendat
ions as to an offi- with the Rev. W. W. Oakley, of and director of the school.
Friday. His condition was rehere, pending instructions from
Latin; Virginia Hodge, social
was
in
Christian
county
this
Members of the parish have ported to be slightly improved
Pool, as pastor. The public is
Miss Kelly, but burial is expect- cer to be employed.
week marking trees for persons science; Glayds Knott, English
Action on a request to move cordially invited.
worked daily in the building's Tuesday.
ed to be in the family plot in
who desire to thin their timber and physical education; James
hydrant
fire
remodeling,
East
Main
on
a
Alterations
he
said.
Cedar Hill Cemetery.
without danger of unprofitable D. Maddox, agriculture; Perkins
street was postponed, pending
included papering, painting, new
cuhing. He is also helping to Marquess, social science; Mrs. C.
outcome of litigation instituted Sgt. A. B. Graddy
plumbing and wiring.
prepare thee county's exhibit T. Pollard,' study hall; Nancy
Dr. Alton Harvill Takes
by Geo. D. Hill to enjoin the Returns From Germany
The parochial school, estimatStowers, vocal music; Mrs. Mcfor
the State Fair.
!Sponsors Junior
Telephone Company from in- M-Sgt. A. B. Graddy and Mrs. ed to cost $12,000, including alAlabama Teaching Post
(Please Turn To Page 4)
!r Garden Corn Dr. Alton M. Harvill, Jr., stalling a guy wire near his pro- Graddy have recently arrived terations, will include grades
from Darmsteadt, German y, from
the First through the
accepted an ap- perty on East Main.
Garden
Princeton,
has
Club
Will
Have
Barbara Sue Graham and
.n Here
Football Stadium Gets
Charles McGough where he spent 3 years. They Eighth. Instructors will be two
Attorney
systematic
Prize for the best garden pointment to teach
Jimmy
Wallace Honor- Flower Show Today
complaint
regarding
registered
are
visiting
teachers
Alahis
from
University
Joseph,
St.
Mt.
of
father,
W.
H.
Axe competition sponsor botany at the
The Princeton Rose and Gar- New Flood Light Posts
- bama, Tuscaloosa, Ala., and will disturbance said to be caused by Graddy; his sister, Mrs. Hazel who will occupy one side of the ed At Camp
New posts for floodlights are
den Club will hold it's annual
the Princeton Rose and
September. a booster pump, installed about McGregor, and other relatives building.
Eighteen 4-I1 members from flower
show in the Eastside being erected in Butler Stadium
Club was won by Lavine assume his duties in
Children of all denominations Caldwell county attended the School auditorium
this week to replace old rotted
He received the bachelor-of - a year ago, for use in forcing in the Lewistown community
today. T h e
Varmint Trace road.
posts and are being put up bemaster-of-science de- water over Hogan's hill. A com- Mrs. Graddy was born in Ger- will be admitted to the school, annual 4-H camp at Murray judges will be Mrs. Stanley
D.
Prize went to Charles science and
College August 24 to 28.
University of mittee was appointed to inves- many and this is her first trip it was announced.
Fetter, of the Paducah Garden hind the bleachers so as to avoid
' Dawson road and third grees from the
to America. Sergeant and Mrs.
Barbara Sue Graham and Club, and Mrs.
Plans for a formal opening are
Kentucky, and the doctor-of- tigate.
to Jean
Elmer Ingram. blocking the view of spectators
Adams, Highland philosophy degree was conferThe session was attended by Graddy will be stationed at underway, the date yet unan- Jimmy Wallace were two of 12 Displays
will be shown to the at football gaines, School Supt.
Slid Richard Lewis,
J a k e, Camp Sheridan, Ill., where they nounced, Father Boehmicke said. selected from approximately 240
E. red him at the University of Councilmen Denham,
Pollard said this week.
public from 3 to 8 o'clock.
street
Stone, Wadlington, and Mayor will make their home.
members
to
receive
medal
Michigan.
,..ittee composed of Mrs.
Cash. City Attorney S. D. Hodge
camper awards. This is the
!ccepts Louisville Post
Johnson Heads Crippled
Taylor, M r s. Henry
Miss Myrtle Lou Mitchell, highest award which may be Armstrong Is Speaker
and Police Chief J. R. Rosser, Jimmy
Butler
Accepts
Coach
. Mrs. W. B. Lacy
To
Cox
Cliff
and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dave won by a camper.
Children's
who are required to attend
Commission
At
Kiwanis
Meeting
S. Gregory recently
1ST ASSOCIATED PRESS,
Mitchell, Franklin street, has
Council sessions, were absent be- asketball Scholarship
Those who attended camp
At Miami Beach, Fla.
W. D. Armstrong, State horti
the gardens
Jimmy Butler, son of Mr. and accepted a position as assistant from this county were Barbara culturist, spoke to members
Louisville — Former Goverand awardCliff Cox, former Butler High cause of illness.
if
Prizes,
Mrs. A. G. Butler, W. Main secretary to Dr. W. C. Boone, Sue Graham, Sue Wadlington, the Kiwanis Club at their
nor Keen Johnson was elected
football coach, has accepted a
Wedfor the gardens
street, will leave about Septem- at the Baptist Mission Church, Leslie Conway Lacy, Zoe Clegg, nesday noon meeting on
were job as assistant football coach Beef Production To
"Graft- president of the new Kentucky
by the
ber 20 for Williamsburg, Va., Louisville. She attended Bethel Delores Creasey, Helen Grace ing for Propagation of
Crippled Children's commission
First National at Miami Beach High School,
Fruit
where he will enter William and Woman's College, Hopkinsville, Boitnatt, Ann Neal, Joyce Jarvis, Trees". C. T. Pollard, new
65 Packages having been in Miami Beach, Fla., friends Be Discussed Sept. 8
. city at a meeting in the commission
' to 30 boys and girls have learned this week. He has
A meeting on beef cattle pro- Mary College. Butler, who serv- last year.
Jean LaNeave, George Drennan, school superintendent, was wel- offices at the Heyburn building.
duction will be held at the court ed in the Army and was sta-'
Other officers named are viceShelby Sigler, Gerald Sigler, comed as a member of the club.
held a coaching post at Hopkinshouse Wednesday night, Sept. 8, tioned in Korea, has accepted a
Billy Boitnott, Louis Kelker, Dr. C. H. Jaggers and Dr. J. J. president, Ben Williamson, Jr.,
ville since leaving here.
Crider
School's
Start
at 7:30 o'clock, is was announc- basketball scholarship, obtained
Roy Lowry, Charles Drennan, Rosenthal were designated dele- of Ashland; and Mrs. Paul WickMountain Fever
ed by County Agent R. A. Ma- by Coach H. J. Downing, it was Delayed Until Sept. 20
gates to the District Kiwanis liffe, Greenville, secretary -treasPaul Phelps, Jimmy Wallace.
To
League
Layman's
Reported Here
The opening date of Crider
bry this week. Ray Hopper, announced this week.
The group was accompanied Convention, to be held at Nash- urer.
•
kre Ramage, of the Hear Rev. L. 0. Leet
school has been postponed un- to camp by Home Agent Wilma ville, September 23, 24 and
beef cattle specialist from the
25.
the
Kentucky
of
League
ExtenCounty Health DeUniversity
of
til September 20, due to the ill- Vandiver and County Agent R.
The Layman's
Attend VFW Convention
Garrett, Wrather To
.
reports one case of First Christian Church will de- Sion Service, will lead a general
James Cattlet, Marvin Pogrot- ness of Mrs. Luke Vanliooser, A. Mabry.
Westrn
ei
Tour
Address Teachers Here
,
IlkWain Spotted Fever lay its meeting one week and discussion on production of beef sky, James McCalslin and J. P. upper grade teacher.
, Hewlett and Bill. Morgan left
Dr. Paul Garrett, president of
nen officially reported assemble Monday night, Sept. rattle. Farmers interested in Morse were in St. Louis this
last
week-end for a three weeks'
Visit Merchandise Mart
Western State College, and M.
Presler,
production
Caldwell County
arc
H.
cattle
inJ.
o'clock,
week
beef
Conference
attending
Attending
national
the
6:30
Youth
While attending the American tour through the western states.
Health 13, at
!t this
organization, ited to attend.
Miss Jane Belt left Tuesday Medical Association in Chicago They will visit Yellowstone Na- 0. Wrather, assistant to the
convention of the Veterans of
season. The president of the
been
has
Ported by Dr. Ralph announces. The date
Foreign Wars. They were ex- for Grand Rapids, Mich., as a recently. Dr. and Mrs. Ralph tional Park and other scenic President, Murray State College,
will be speakers at the general
lad is said to be mak- changed that the men may hear
Miss Elizabeth Sholar and pected home today.
representative from the First Cash made a tour of the Mer- places.
meeting of the Caldwell County
Presbyterian Church, Fredonia chandise Mart, the world's larg'rY progress. The something of the national or- Mrs. Howard Enoch spent last
teachers, which will be held in
•I
Miss Barbara Sue Graham has to attend the United Christian est commercial builaing, it is
Linda Lou Bealmer, ganization through the Rev. L. week-end in Hopkinsville with
Louis- the county
been the recent guest of Miss Youth
courtroom of the'
will
sister,
Of Mr. and Mrs.
Enoch's
James
Mrs
who
Mrs.
Tex.,
Movement
Dallas,
Conferencr.
id Mrs.
ported from the Guided Tour DeT. 0. Leet of
'J.
1
B
Carolyn Taylor, in \Paris.
J. Pal- courthouse Saturday, Sept 4, at
this week.
R. Redd, and Mr. Redd.
'Rote 3, Fredonia. be guest speaker.
partment of the Mart.
lard, Wasdtngton s
1:30 o'clotk.
.1W11 young folk planning
• .... courses and recent high
graduates entering varigstels and colleges this
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Well Done, Princeton
Again the people of this community
have demonstrated., as they did in the
campaign for a new hospital, that they
can and will work harmoniously, enthusiastically and cooperatively for the good
of the whole body politic and the upbuilding of this region.
And it is proper that we take pardonable pride in the conspicuous success of
the labor survey just completed, which
may result in a great forward surge of
business prosperity here, the like of
which most residents of Princeton never
dreamed.
Money necessary to conduct the workers' registration was quickly Aubscribed
. . . the total rising 50 percent more
than was sought.
Few approached declined to give a proportionate share; no business man shirked his part of the effort involved or

stinted of his time and talents.
Whether Princeton is chosen from
among several cities and towns competing for the new plant . . . we know we
have, as a community, benefited greatly
from the whole-hearted effort made to
bring this large industry here . . . in an
uplifted civic morale, in fresh recognition among our neighbors of the fact that
this is a forward looking town, where
people are alert to opportunity and
aware of their great assets.
And, we are confident, the survey was
Aot love's labor lost, in any sense; for if
we fail to obtain this light metals plant,
surely within the near future other
manufacturing concerns will turn their
attention this way, and we will attract
one or more new industries which will
lend much to our progress and help bring
to fruition our ambition to grow, to improve and to prosper.

Democracy Does Most For,
Not To, The Whole People
We believe, as we stated in these columns, recently, it is foolish for either
of the two major political parties to
blame the other wholly for the present
inflation. We also feel Senator Barkley
may have erred a little when he told the
big crowd of farmers at the Illinois State
Fair they would be ungrateful if they
didn't keep the Democrats in power, because of the many great benefits they
have obtained in the last 16 years under
Democratic administration at Washington . . . without at the same time accepting some of the onus of present
runaway prices:
For the New Deal, over-friendly at
times to organized labor, let down the
bars to numerous wage increases, especially during the war and immediately afterwards . . . which could only mean
new upsurges of costs to all consumers.
Where the big mistake was made, of
course, was in not drafting labor, as well
as capital, and manpower, for the war.
This has been in the adgenda of the
American Legion ever since World War
I; and it certainly should have been
done. For here is the great weakness of
a democracy such as this, when it comes
to grips with dictatorships.
And the suggestion, which came from
a long-haired professor not long ago, that
both prices and wages be frozen .
does not hold the answer because both
are so high, for. the 20-odd millions of sal
in between organized workers and big
money, that our large segment of the notion's population would benefit not one
iota under such a scheme.
Farmers surely remember that Democratic authority at Washington has

brought them many great agricultural
advances. Businesmen and bankers must
admit, and should applaud, the bank deposit guarantee which came with the
Roosevelt regime, and the sounder regulations which govern Wall Street, also a
Democratic innovation.
And, coming right down to the nub of
the case, it is not so much the wage increases won by organized labor which
make the ruinous spiral of rising prices
so damnable . . . it is the fact that Big
Business, when it grants a million dollar wage increase, tacks on, all too frequently, another two or three millions
in increased costs to the consumer, with
the wage boost as an excuse.
This racket works just like Kentucky's
old and hated sales tax . . . when the
tax was a penny, the vendor frequently
charged a nickle more.
There still is no valid reason, in our
opinion, for the average man, be he white
collar fellow or day laborer, to expect
this problem will receive greater attention and more simpathy from the Republicans than they will from the
Democrats.
Most of the real advances in our systme of government have been accomplished under Democratic administrations at
Washington. The record clearly proves
this; and if we really wish to maintain
our country as an unlimited democracy,
we believe it must be done under men
subscribing to the Democratic principle
of the most good for the most people.
Anything less than this is likely to lead
to a return of the sort of government we
had under Harding . . . when we went
the disgraceful limit in special privileges
to the few at the expense of the many.

Kentucky On The March
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SO BIG?
Have you ever thought how big
you are?
How far you stretch? how far is
far?
Have you ever felt you're the
raging sea?
The sung of the bird? or the
hum of the bee?
Have you ever felt what the
flowers feel?
Have you ever dreamed you're
a water wheel?
Have you ever played like a
ship afloat?
A plane aloft? or a fishing boat?
Have you ever sailed on a star
at night?
Have you ever sat on a traffic
light?
Have you ever thought you're a
trolley car?
As much a bus as the man you
are?
If you never have, then it's
time you do.
It's time to see how the world
is you.
William S. Paxton, Jr.
*
* *
What I think is the expression most typical of the average
Kentucky voter got into print
in the current Readers Digest.
•A lady wrote her congressman:
"I know I can vote for only one
congressman . . . but please tell
me how many I can vote
against." I have long known the
motivating spirit which animates
most Kentucky voters is the
"gin-it" idea.
*
*
*
And speaking of gin-its . . . 1
an opposed to kids starting back
to school while it is so hot. Most
county pupils already are confined in their classrooms, and
how they can learn anything
these torrid days is beyond me.
Maybe the weather will change
for the better before town tykes
are forced indoors for study and
recitation. I hope so.
*
*
a.
Susie Sparks went to work
at 8 o'clock Monday morning in
a Nashville business office and, it
is imagined, Life became real
and earnest. And her buddy in
high school and college. Shuggie Lester, will take the big leap
into the matrimonial, sea next
Monday night. How these lovely
gals did grow up all at once!
* *
*
"Skunkadora" is the name of
a new chemical which removes
the smell a pole-cat gives forth
when it is scared. If this stuff
doesn't cost too much, it ought
to be sprayed up and down the
the Princeton-Eddyville road liberally right now. I have never
had anybody tell me why, but
this 13-mile stretch of road is
highly odorous from skunk smell,
much of the yrar.
*
*
*
David was literally swamped

Tommy L• ittle, bright young
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Little,
was here last weekend with his
parents and sister, visiting the
B. G. Moores. Tommy came to
The Leader to see Jackie . . .
and got pressed into service on
the catalog job. He promised to
return for a weekend at our
house soon. I never saw a lad
with a better disposition or one
who conducts his public relations
any better; so he will get along
fine, thru life.
*
*
*
Boy Scout leaders here might
well consider a Schoolboy Patrol, to guard approaches and
exits to the campuses of our
schools mornings, noons and afternoons. Accidents kill 8,250
children a y ea r; polio, pneumonia and tuberculosis together,
4,250. We had a good Schoolboy
Patrol here a few years back;
need one worse today.
*
*
*
Dr. Paul Garrett, president of
Western State College, Bowling
Green, visited this office last
weekend . . . en route home after a brief vacation at Kentucky Lake. He was critical of the
dusty, rough gravel roads coming this way from the lake. . .
asked What .we were doing toward correcting this.
*
*
*
And before me is a copy of
a letter addressed to Highway
Commissioner Garrett Withers
by C. C. Molloy, Kuttawa, advising the road boss that a
meeting of the Bar Association,
First Appellate District, at Kentucky Dam State Park recertly, was attended by only four
lawyers, whereas more than 40
should have been present. Mr.
Molloy advised Mr. Withers the
rough, dusty gravel roads an
ferries were responsible
d
said traffic from this side is nly
10 percent of what it will be
when the bridges and the highway from Kuttawa to the dam
are completed. *
*
*
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Henderson's Health Service
By Ewing Galloway
Maybe you have been wondering why'
in the two years and nine months you
have been getting my weekly pieces
haven't written much about Henderson,
my home town. Well, I've been waiting
for the community. to do something big
enough at least to lead off with one
major achievement to which I could hang
a general story.
Now I have it. Toward the end of the
last war the federal government built a
$600,000 hospital in Atkinson Park. The
hospital was supposed to be for militarv
use, perhaps because it was only 20 miies
from Camp Breckinridge. But, whether
the government has a good reason for
spending $600,000 for a hospital in Henderson is neither here nor there.
For two years the hospital was leased
to the county and city jointly. Under political management it ran rather deeply
in the red, and it was up to the government to dispose of it and up to the community to acquire it.
Recently the city and county did what
they could to help financially, and the
Methodist Church proposed to take over
the hospital and operate it, if the public
would raise $58,000 to put the institution
in the clear. The climax of the story is
that the people went down into their
jeans for the 68 thousand and 12 thousand more.
Henderson'a fine health center, also
built with government money, will be
owned and operated by- the county and
city jointly.
The Henderson Lions Club furnishes
free eye examinations and free glasses
for every underprivileged child in the
city and county, regardless of race or
Yeligion. The money for this work is
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THE CITY BOY, by Herman
Wouk (Simon and Schuster;
$2.95) ,
By William Glover
Huck, Tom, Penrod and all
the other classic examples of
American boyhood are apt to be
joined soon at the reading lamo
by a fat little 11-year-old with
raised mainly by selling sight seals once the uninspiring name of Herbert Bookbinder.
a year.
His creator a bit more than
The Junior Chamber of Commerce
a year ago turned out "Aurora
bought equipment for a free dental clin- Dawn", a study of the advertisic and operate it in conjunction with the ing business and the glittering.
hard shell within which its
Health Department. This clinic serves acolytes live and clash. Herbie,
all underprivileged children in the city his acquaintenances and advenand county. Much of the money for this tures, comprise a literary countermarch in which Wouk is testproject is raised with an annual Turtle ed and found competent--a story
Derby held in the High School Stadium. of childrhood for adults.
He has taken an extremely
The dentists of Henderson serve the unlikely lad for the "hero" of
clinic free of charge.
the piece—a slovenly, precocious
The Jaycees also equipped a ktrge schoolboy upon whom schoolmates hang the sobriquet of
playground known as Goodfellows Field, "sissy" in revenge. His locale is
for softball and other sports, which led the far reaches of the Bronx, a
section of New York apt to be
to the establishment of other play- depressing to all but natives.
grounds in the city.
His plot is simply the story of
L. Allen Rhoads, district governor of Herbie's adolescent summer of
the Lions, and active member of the Jay- 1928, tricked out with a bit of
cees, tells of many other projects, educa- Theatrical melodrama.
Wouk blends the mixture with
tional and recreational, which the two ingredients of warmth, underservice clubs have sponsored, but there standing, and humor. And there
is not space enough for all of them in this are episodes of smiling recollections—some of this must be from
artide.
the Wouk past—such as the des
•
cription of a lad at his first resAlthough tornadoes occur in other taurant dinner learning of the
places, they usually are not as violent as insidious viciousness of too much
those encountered in the Mississippi val- French pastry. Or the satirically
sharp picture of Clever Sam, the
ley.
bag of groans and bones which
•
once was a summer resort sadAlthough titanium is regarded as a' dle horse, and who spends his
rare metal, it is more abundant in the declining years outwitting those
ridiculous vacatoinists from the
earth's crust than lead, copper or zinc.
city. Some of the adults aro
•
limned with scalpel sharpness.
Fish have tongues, but they are comThere is pace that's apt to
paratively immovable swellings in the hold the reader for more pages
than he expected to complete at
floor of the mouths.
one sitting. A hook without any
particular message, yet Herbie
In 1947 the United States exported Is apt to trudge along in the
memory for a king time.
more than 19 million tons of food.

germ. I stopped, a door was opened, and the bat obligingly flew
out. It wait all over so quickly
there was no panic; but it
might have been very different.
One day last week Mrs. Mary
Alice Berry of Route 2 observed
in a persimmons tree at her home
one of these new kind of streamlined worms which have been
seen in number around here in
the last several years and which
look like something one might
behold only in a nightmare.
The worm, if worm it was,
measured about five inches ui
length and was sea-green in
color except for bright colored
spines and horns and feet, all of
which it had in superabundance.
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We are pleased to announce the addition to our SERVICE DEPARTMENT
"THE SUN MASTER" MOTOR TESTER AND DISTRIBUTOR TESTER, also the
BEAR HEADLIGHT TESTING AND ALIGNING MACHINES.
The MACHINES that take the GUESS WORK out of TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS. Vernal Davis and Ralph
Berkley, who have had months of training on tune up equipment can prove to you in a few minutes
how they locate the trouble quickly and accurately and prove the actual parts and labor needed to
put your engine in first class operating condition. Vernal and Ralph say,"The day and age of guessing at the trouble in the modern high speed engine is a thing of the past but with he NEW up to date
SUN MASTER Motor and Distributor Tester we can save YOU unnecessary LABOR AND PARTS.
THESE MACHINES ARE POSITIVE AS AN X-RAY. If your car has been acting up lately we invite
you to bring it in. We have set aside two days, September 3rd and September 8th to give you 0
check up ABSOLUTELY FREE!

18
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Don't Forget Our Pick Up and Delivery Service

HODGE MOTOR iSALES &.IMPLEMENT CO.
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH
Sales and Service •

PHONE 87
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

OLIVER
Farm Machinery
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boiler until the custard coats
the spoon. Cool. Add, the cream
and vanilla. Freeze, Using eight
_Hume-111.We ice crcaiii with
parts of ice to one of salt, or
of
list
the
tops
peaches
sliced
in a mechanical refrigerfreeze
favorite late summer desserts.
tor. Serve with sliced sweetColthe
from
Here is I recipe
ned peaches.
lege of Agriculture and Home
Menu: Fried liver, potatoes in
KenEconomics, University of
ream sauce, green beans, tomatucky, for the good, old-fash- oe-cucumber
biscuits,
salad,
ioned kind made with a cus- utter and ice cream with slictard.
peaches.
Vanilla Ice Cream with Peaches
1 egg or 2 yolks
cup sugar
145 teaspoon salt
I cup scalded milk
2 cups thin cream
1½ teaspoons vanilla
Sliced peaches
Make a soft custard of slightly beaten egg, sugar, salt and
milk, cooking it in a double

Still Room At U. K.
For New Students

ounty Agent's
Column
increase in number
ith the
homes having electricity,
farmers are considering
ation of electric water sys-

Recipe Of Week

There is still room for new
students at the University of
Kentucky, Dr. Maurice F. Seay,
dean and registrar, said this
week. Dean Seay pointed out,
however, thjit the fall term will
open this year earlier than usual because of the return to
the semester plan, and that stu•
dents wishing to enter should
not delay in applying for admission. Classfification tests and
physical examinations for all
new students will be held Sept.
14-17, registration and classification Sept. 17-18, and first
classes Sept. 20.

are installing an electric
careful consideration
be given to the amount
water available, to be sure
.iequate and pure.
complete water system
kitchen, bathroom and
Add a little Werchestershin
the source should be sauce and finely grated parsley
Apply from 25 to 40 gal- to the gravy that is prepareii
person each day. Ten to to accompany veal cutlets.
mind the child while she transacted some business, Troy did.
as should be available
•I horse or cow and one
Everybody reads the Leader
gallons for each hog or
• be watered each day sampling should be practiced t
be sure the wider supply is safe
systcm.
LARGEST BABY BUGGY — St. Joseph Orphanage, Cincinnati, Ohio, lays claim to having the "largCisterns make a very goo
'ells, springs or cisterns may
The kiddies got
good
a
furnish
source of home water supply fox est baby buggy ever" and it's a sure way to beat the heat for youngsters, it says.
•aed if they
for two years.
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perambulator
home-made
18-passenger,
the
day
two
in
a
rides
• pure water. Any source electric systems if care is take
Sister Franceline, who has charge of the toddlers, is in the foreground and on the pushing end of the
,uld be tested for purl- to see that they are large
• GOOD QUALITY
and Ann Kerner, student nurse.(AP Wirephoto)
.ticularly wells and enough, water tight, the inle buggy are Mary Kelly, attendant,
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
as a high percent of and overflow sufficiently screen
Recruited As Sitter
id sources that have been ed and have an effective filterAlton, Ill — AP — During a *GOOD VALUE
,ace proved to be con- ing system. They should also.
have an overflow pipe, whic
d.
day of army recruiting, Sgt. • IN GOOD TASTE
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
,mination is more likely will take excess water from the
of Alton, was
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost James H. Troy,
'me areas as crevices in bottom of the cistern, and a cut 40
years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- 'recruited himself—as a baby
may allow surface wa- off in the inlet pipe to prevent A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
mother with her
drain into the under- the first water from entering feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- sitter. A young
them.
his desk to
at
wrote
the
stopped
century,
turn
of
the
after
child
shortly
is
porters,
thoroughly
-tream supplying springs until the roof
.4 February 13, 1925. Judge G. Dimple Lamb, Margaret Ran ask for information. The youngIs; therefore periodic washed.
G. Harralson, manager of the dolph, Mildred Satterfield, Liarrt. ster took a fancy to the soldier,
Princeton Hosiery Mills, will Lamb, Vergie Barnett, Lucille so the mother asked if he would
join the following at Paducah Buttermore, Mrs. Buell Rogers,
tomorrow for a trip to Hot Mrs. Orphus Carroll, Mrs. ElVirginia
and
Springs, Ark., and two weeks' bert McCaslin

Improves Her Home
Although it is four or fiva
years since Mrs. Wade Holt of
Nelson county studied home fur-.
nishings in her homemakers
club, she found the information
of help this summer, she told
Home Agent Doris A. Portex
Mrs. Holt recently has done the
walls, Woodwork and floors i
her living room and hall, purchased a new davenport and rug
and slipcovered a chair and sofa.
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CAYCE-YOST
Has a Complete Stock
Of 5-V Aluminum
6'- - 8' - 9' - 10' - 11' - 12'
LENGTHS
• RIDGE ROLL
• NAILS

Aluminum Never Needs Painting
or Maintenance
• Light and strong
• Low initial cost
• Easy to apply
e Costs less per year
• Reflects Heat (Cooler in Summer)
• Modern • Attractive

EVERYTHING FOR THE FARM
SEED - FERTILIZER - HARDWARE
In Hopkinsville It's

sojourn at the famous health MeCaslin.
resort: W. E. Cochran, Dr. R. E.
Hearne, and Dr. J. A. Akin.
April 7, 1925. A rare treat is
This buch will make a jolly in store for Princeton people
good party, and the writer is tonight, when Miss Frances Eld"crazy to go along" with 'em.
red will make her first appearFebruary 13, 1925. Mrs. A ance since her study abroad, and
Koltinsky and her daughter, will sing a number of songs in
Miss Rose Emma, returned Wed- costume, at the concluding numHot
nesday morning from
ber of the Woman's Club LySprings, Ark., where they visit•
course, at the high school
ceum
ed relatives and attended the
Pfeifer-Rosenfield wedding. M: auditorium.
and Mrs. Rosenfield, enroute
April 21, 1925. Mrs. R. D. Gartheir trim east and down in
Cuba, will stop over here for a rett and daughter, Miss Katharvisit with Mrs. Koltinsky and ine, who have ebeen spending
family.
the winter in Washington, arSunday to spend the
rived
February 17, 1925. W. W. Chil- spring and summer months at
dress visited his daughter, Miss the Garrett homestead. Mr. GarKatherine Childress, Sunday at rett arrived last Friday. We wero
Hopkinsville, who is attending delighted at their return home.
the Bethel College, and is ill of
influenza.
Leftover meat from a veal
roast may be used to stuff green
February 27, 1925. W. L. Mar- peppers; add them to a cream
tin, of Warren, Ohio, and E. B. sauce and season with salt and
Martin, Oklahoma City, were pepper and grated onion, top
called to Princeton Sunday on with buttered crumbs. Leftover
account of the death of their rice may also be added to the
mother, Mrs. C. T. Martin.
stuffing if desired.

BALBO RYE
RED HEART WHEAT
BARLEY
RYE GRASS
WINTER VETCH
OKLAHOMA ALFALFA
CRIMSON CLOVER
SWEET CLOVER
ORCHARD GRASS
KENTUCKY BLUE GRASS
WHITE DUTCH CLOVER
RED TOP GRASS
TIMQTHY
JUTE SEED BAGS
18 Percent SUPER PHOSPHATE
0-14-7 FERTILIZER
ARMOUR'S 3-9-6 FERTILIZER
See Us

Uncorporated)

St.
HopkInsiville, Kentucky

Tenth and Virginia

ROARING THRILLS
IN THE DAYS OF
THE "IRON HORSE"/
ADDED ATTRACTIONS!
CHAPTER 5
3 STOOGES in
"THE VIGILANTE"
"BRIDELESS GROOM"

Sunday School
Morning Worship
B. T. U.
Evening Worship

SUN. & MON., SEPT. 5 -6
THE FURY
OF A
ROARING
FRONTIER!
Justice from
the barrel
of a
LOR! SIX-GUN!

Boys' Oxfords
Sizes 7 to 12 . . . Fast color . . .
Beautiful Prints.

Heavy soled Moccosin and Claudhopper style . . . Sizes 1-6.
George "Gabby" HAYES
Russell HAYDEN • Lon CHANEY
Catherine
CRAIG

Added Enjoyment!
ANIMAL COMEDY and PARAMOUNT NEWS

Boys' 8-oz. Dungarees
Sizes 6-16
Boys' 8-oz. Overalls

TUES. & WED., SEPT. 7 - 8
The Most EXCITING Love Feud that I
i Ever Echoed Through the CANYONS
OF MANHATTAN!

Boys'

Sport Shirts
Half Sleeve, Sanforized shrunk
fast-color solids and stripes.
Sizes 6-14.
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For Seed Cleaning And Treating

HARDWARE CO.

Added! . . .
MOVIETONE NEWS with LOWELL THOMAS

February 27, 1925. Mrs. H. F.
Hale and children, Harry and
Laura Adelaide, left this morning for Sarasota, Fla., to join Mr.
Hale for the remainder of the
winter.
March 20, 1925. A charming
compliment to Miss Elizabeth
Randolph whose marriage to
Mr. Orphus Carroll took place
March 8, was the miscellaneous
shower given Tuesday evening,
March 17, by Miss Virginia McCaslin, at her home, 206 N. Seminary street. The St. Patrick's
idea was carried out in the decorations and refreshments served. Little Adeline Ratliff prosented the bride with a basket
of gifts. Those present were
Margaret Kevil, Hattye Lamb,
Lucille Harrington, Tylene Lacy,
Sarah Dawson, Pauline Nabb,
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IF YOU ARE NOT ATTENDING
SUNDAY SCHOOL
ANYWHERE YOU ARE INVITED
TO ATTEND THE ADULT
DEPARTMENT AT THE
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF PRINCETON.

tn.

Added Short Units!

Shop All 9 Floors
for
• Furniture
• Rugs and Carpets
• Home Furnishings
The Very Next Time
You Are
In Hopkinsville

THUR. & FRI., SEPT. 9-10

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
MEET rRANKENSTEIN

Thursday, September, 2
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Kentucky May Be
1)
ontinued Prim.
duce more. To date, the report
estimates, less than one percent
of the state's coal has been
mined.
The two major coal fields described in the report are the
Eastern and Western. The first,
including Harlan, Pike, Floyd,
Perry, Letcher and Bell counties, contains about 55 percent
of the state's deposits and in recent years has produced 75 percent of the mined coal.
The Western fields,. including
Hopkins, Muhlenberg, Weber,
Union and Ohio counties, holds
about 45 percent of the state deposits and produces 25 percent
of the coal mined.
The Owensboro Oil Field is
listed as one of the five major
producing areas of the state.
State production in 1946, the report says, was 11,000,000 barrels.
"Our supply will last only a few
years," it continues, "unless
augmented by substantial new
discoveries and increases due
to improved methods of recovery."
The state ranks fourth among
the eastern states in oil production, but 13th among the 18 major producing states.
Discussion of natural gas production, mining of rock, asphalt,
and production of flourite, barite, and lead and zinc ores are
contained in the report. Reports
on clay, limestone, and natural

To Study Fashions
Miss Cynthia Ann Cunningham will leave September 17,
for Texas State College for
Women, Denton, Tex., where
she will study costume designing and fashion illustration. A
graduate of Butler High School,
Class of 1947, she is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunhingham, S. Jefferson street. .
brines are included.
Turing to water power, the
report describes the existing dam
sites in Kentucky and mentions
four other possible sites, Nolin
river near the mouth, south fork
of the Cumberland near Yamacraw, locks 2, 5, 8, and 11 on the
Kentucky river, and Russell
fork near Elkhorn City. It concludes, however, that efficient
steam plants produce current
at a cost comparable to the average hydroelectric plant.
Forty-six percent of the state's
area is now forested, compared
with an original 88 percent at
the time the state was settled.
An extensive educational forestry program is recommended.
The problem of soil conservetioni s taken up in a further
part of the report. With the help
of several public agencies, these
practices, the report says, may
be increased and improved for
conserving the soil: Using land
according to its capability, maintaining and increasing soil fertility, conserving moisture and controlling run-off, establishing and
maintaining good pasture, drain-

B. P. 0. ELKS
REGULAR MEETING

TONIGHT
8 O'Clock - Lodge Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Seey.

Peace Time Draft

Teachers Attend
Soils Workshop

temitinueci From Page 1)
the Army simultaneously with
Mrs. Edith Mason and Miss
the beginning of registration of
counmen 18 through 25. The induc- Vera Drennon, Caldwell
Soil
tees will report between Nov. 7 ty, attended one week of
Conservation Works/top at Mur•
ind Nov. 15.
Selective Service will send out ray State College with 70 other
Condraft calls to the 4,000 boards teachers from various Soil
over the nation, and they will servation districts in Kentucky,
pick 1-A registrants from the Oliver Allcock, local soil conservationist, said this week.
oldest age groups.
on
placed
Emphasis was
Maj. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey
has estimated that to get 10,000 teaching conservation of soil and
men, a total of between 15,000 water and other natural reand 20,000 1-A registrants must sources in the schools of Kentucky. The study course was dibe weeded through.
Last week, officials said the rected by Dr. E. J. Carter, head
first call would be for 15,000 of the Department of Education
men, with a second 15,000 sche- of the Murray State College,
duled to be called for duty in in cooperation with state and •Extra range and p ..m.r •
December. After the first of the federal agencies dealing with with the "Globe Trottel,"
year, monthly totals may be the conservation of soil, water, Victor 8I1X6—atnazing v,-mom
in
moored
is
Mars
CAROLINE MARS MOORS — The four-engined Navy flying boat Caroline
forest, wildlife and other na- plenty of volume even tor
30,000.
around
Ann
to
flight from Hawaii
Burnham Lagoon at Chicago, after completing a record non-stop
turat resources.
S.
S.
figures,
S.
to
According
dancing. l'hat handimme ra
wing. A fireboat is at
Arbor, Mich., and back to Chicago. Crew members stand in center of
The' teachers first visited a plastic and light% eight alii
1,200,000 American males are 18
left rear. (AP Wirephoto)
at any given time. In 24 hours a farm in Calloway county, where with a special, weather.re
lot of these will be 19, but the soil erosion had done much dam- finish. Plays on its self., m
Pvt. Wm. R. Jenkins Is
gap they leave will be quickly age. The,kinds of soil and needs RCA battery the seemool
Serving In Japan
filled by 17-year-olds becom- were pointed out to the group the dial cover, or on Al .1
(Continued From Page 1)
Private William R. Jenkins, ing 18.
and a complete soil conservation current. lea a star perk,
Kee'Thomson, librarian; Mrs. J.
That means the continuing plan was studied for the farm. the marvelous tone of ml
son qf Mr. and Mrs. Will JenL. Walker, mathematics.
where "Gulden Throat;."
kins, 619 N. Jefferson, recently registration will register 100,000 Other farms were visited
Eastside: Mrs. Carter Adams,
US Leaf Will Go To
assigned to Headquarters possibilities for the draft each conservation measures had been
was
Third grade; Mrs. J. D. Alexanused. On the farms where a comAid European ReBattery 675th Glider Field Ar- month until June 24, 1950.
der, First grade; Mrs. Hillery
plete conservation plan was beat
of
stationed
the
The
authorized
strength
Battalion
tillery
covery Program
Barnett, Second grade; Mrs.
carried out soils were riching
Jinmachi,
is
which
947,000
includes
Army
Younghans,
Camp
PRESS
BY ASSOCIATED
Flora Creekmur, Sixth grade;
yields higher and living
crop
er,
I8-yearand
110,000
8,375
women
Japan.
Washington — Tobacco valuea Mrs. Paul Cunningham, Fturth Honshu,
Jenkins enlisted in the olds. The Army does not have conditions better, Mrs. Mason
Private
schedulbeen
y,
geade; Mrs. Charles Curr
at $25,800,000 has
Army October 16, 1947, at Fort quite enough money to support said.
ed for Europe under the Euro- Fourth grade; Miss Audie Greet.. Knox, and received basic train- all those today.
Scholarships for attending the
Dorothy Joiner,
workshop were made possible by
pean recovery program, Econom- First grade;
After completing basthere.
ing
Sixth grade; Eloise Jones, Third
ic Cooperation Administration
The first Atlantic cable was The Caldwell County Farm Butraining, he went to Fort
Mrs. Henry Lester, Sec- ic
paraofficials told tobacco leaders grade;
laid
in 1858 between Newfound- reau and The Caldwell County
receive
to
Ga.,
Benning,
ond grade; Mrs. Nola Lewis,
Soil Conservation District.
here.
land and Ireland.
glider training.
and
chutist
First grade; Mrs. Charles McThey said authorizations for
as a paraqualifying
Upon
grade; Mrs. B. G.
shipment through August 10 in- Gough, Third
chutist, he was sent overseas for
Moore, Second grade; Mrs. Josecluded: United Kingdom $16,occupational duty. He arrived
Mrs.
grade;
Fourth
Moore,
phine
000,000; Denmark $4,200,000; Norin the 4th Replacement Depot
Mrs.
grade;
Sixth
H.
Talley,
N.
way $3,800,000; France $800,000;
Yokohama, Japan, where
Taylor, Fifth grade; near
Austria $600,000; Netherlands Vernon
assigned to the 11th
was
he
Mrs. H. J. Watson, Fifth grade.
•
$400,000.
Division on Northern
Airborne
Dotson High School: Alvin E.
They did not know how much
Honshu, Japan. He is a radio
physicoach,
athletic
Anthony,
has been shipped, however, they
for Headquarters Batcal education and science; Chi- operator
said.
tery.
Exclusive
Victrola
economics
home
Lou
Jones,
na
Approximately 35 tobacco
and social science; Juanita Mcat
with
today
here
worked
stationed
leaders
Pvt. Byron Egbert,
Nary, languages and commerce: •
government tobacco men or
police battalion,
and with a military
music
Walker,
Gertrude
"preliminary plans" for export
Yokahoma, Japan,• a son of Alscience.
social
schedules for the 1948-1949 crop.
Egbert, Green street, is a
Dotson Elementary School: bert
light truck driver and military ]
and
Fourth
Third
Lula
Hampton,
announced
South America stretches about
policeman, it is
grades; Geraline Johnson, First
4,500 miles north and south and
Army HeadquarEighth
from
and Second grades.
3,200 miles at its widest eastEntering the Army in 1947,
Superintendent, C. T. Pollard. ters.
sHOPKINSVILLE
west point.
in Japan October,
Principals, C. A. Horn, Butler he arrived
•Its new, console-type rho
High School; Russell Goodaker, 1947.
Everybody reads The Leader!
plays up to 12 records auto
Eastside;
McAlister,
Silent Sapphire- pe
cally.Has'
Weaver
Sgt.
First
esults!
get
They
—
Ads
feasible,
Classified
Try
where
Leader
James Polk Griffey, Dotson
ing wet lands
pickup, extra•poe
Cobb,
point
nent
McAlister,
M.
J.
of
son
providing adequate livestock wa- High and Elementary School.
extra-large speaker, th
ocradio,
the
with
serving
is
1,
Route
Janitors, N. E. Fralick, Butler;
ter supplies, and using good
moos "Golden Throat" tone
in Kobe, Japan.
Scott Herron, Butler; Ewin cupation forces
farm woodland management.
tun! In rich walnut or maitog
of Cobb High school,
The quail population, the re- Smith, Eastside; Jimmie Lee, A graduate
finish. AC operation.
he entered the Army in March,
port continues in a section devot- Dotson.
"Vietrola"—T, Si. at&
went to
and
Knox,
Ft.
at
1939,
11.5. Pat. 011.
the
is
Secretary to the Superintended to wild life resources,
Japan in January, 1947.
greatest in Kentucky in 14 years. ent, Mrs. J. D. Stephens
The state has more than 300
Pfc William Tyrie, stationed
species of resident and migrawith a police military batallion,
GOES INTO FALL AS GRACEFULLY
tory birds, 50 species of wild anYokohama, Japan, son of Mrs.
imals, and at least 150 types FIRST CHRISTIAN
Alma Tyrie, Princeton, has been
AS A LEAF TURNS COLOR
of fish.
The official board will hold
a light truck drivKentucky has advanced, ac- its September meeting one week qualified as
driver and mocording to the report, in game early due to the regular date of er, heavy truck
with the Eighth
and fish development from 38th meeting conflicting with the tor mechanic
the Army in
position in 1944 to 15th in 1947, Stewardship - Evangelism C r u- Army. Entering
in this theater
arrived
he
1947,
in
that
strides
making greater
sade beginning Wednesday night, in October, 1947.
period than any other state.
Sept. 8. All members of the
A detailed plan of cation con- hoard will meet Friday night, Princeton City Schools, into felcludes the reeport. It is recom- Sept. 3, at 7:30 o'clock.
lowship of the church last Sunmended that adequate appropriaChurch School attendance be- day.
tions be made for the state geo- gan to grow again last Sunday.
Visitors are always cordially.
logical survey for assessing and With the end of vacation, be- welcome at all services.
planning the development of ginning of our revival, and
mineral resources; that the pro- opening of our new educational
per means of conserving natural building in the near future, we
resources be encouraged through should experience an atten- Pot Quick, delightfully comforting help for
Arthritis.
education; that research and su- dance increase far exceeding any sches and pains of Rheumatiarn.
fouritts. Lumbago. Sciatic., or Neuralgia Sep
peervision be increased in min- record of the past.
Unwind. Works through the blood First dam I
usually Starts alleviating ,.in so you can
ing operations; that statewide
more ccmfortablY. I
VIctrelo 710V2
We were happy to welcome C. rork, enjoy life and sleeptoday.
Quick. cornJet Rottelml at druggist
fire control and reforeestation
T. Pollard, superintendent of PLOW Satislattion or stator sea
programs be installed; and that
•You've heen promising you
soil conservation be promated
a set like this—here it is at a sen
and assisted through organized
why-not-now price! Here's g
appro
teaching and adequate
tone of the "Golden Throat"
priations.
flaw less reception of Standard
Chief committee member in
static-free FM radio. Here's a"
getting -out the tenth report of
famous Victrola phonograph v
the Committee for Kentucky
fine record changer. Plavs up
was Arthur C. McFarlan, head of
records automatically vith "S
the department of geology at the
Sapphire" permanent point pir
University of Kentucky.
alnut or mahogany finch. •
\
for up to 20 record

$25,000,000 In ERP Schools To Start
Tobacco Planned

"The Complete Drug Store"

Bring your car in here today for a
motor reconditioning
sets

in!

We'll grind valves, replace worn
parts and tune your car to keep it
rolling for many more trouble-free

We have a full line of Aetna Products -- PennKelly Springfield Tires.

STEWART OIL CO.
Dawson Road

radio-phonogr
today!

'-1*.M. Res.
"Virir.,10.
11.5. Pat. LW

ATTENTION, FARMERS!
Have You Placed Your Order for Your

Fall Fertilizer?
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John Deere Farm Equipment -- Studebaker Cars and Trucks
Funk's 'G' Hybrids

Many Other School Styles From Which to Choose
LOAFERS - - SADDLES - - OXFORDS
$4.95 to $6.95

Look Sparkling ...
In A Dramatic Black Sheer!

$7.90 IL $9.90
Of course, such suave design comes only in this black sheer
that melts in your hand with soft lushness . . . Choose a peplum, draped or swathed hipline style that will give you a
smooth, alluring look! You'll wear them for daytime, nighttime, anytime . . . all through fall and winter.

Lay - Away SALE
Ladies' and Children's Coats and Suits Select yours today- -pay a little down—small payment each week.

• Plays 12 inch or 10 inch
ords. AC operation.
•Has"Silent Sapphire- pert,
nent point pickup.
•Fine tone, amazing volume.
•Cabinet of durable, high
weight walnut plastic.
•Ideal ha cliihlren's nv
runipaisi room.
Of course you'llfind it at
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PRINCETON MUSICOft,
Mrs. Ree I. Engelhardt, Owner

W. G. Walrond, Mgr.

(In Rear of Woodall's
On W. Main St)
C. A. W9ODALL, Jr "

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Pheobian Class

Phone 50
Corbin, Somerset and Princeton
Following a wedding trip, the Smith - Danielson
The marriage of Miss /Tye
couple will make their home in
Smith,
teacher in Cincinnati
Corbin.
summer
from
ale
Public Schools and Mr. Brayton
kindled yet, no Simpson Dalielso n, superintendent of
Meadows
The marriage of Mrs. Mary John Singer Corporation, Inc.,
Belle Lowery Simpson and Mr. of the same city, has just been
the sun shines C. B. Meadows took place Fri- announced. The double ring
day morning, Aug. 27 at the ceremony was solemnized at 4
•aar
gs it shone yesterday. home of her parents, Mr. and o'clock Aug. 21, in the beautiful
Mrs. M. S. Lowery, Fredonia.
Hyde Park home of Dr. James
Rev. Ray Wigginton, pastor of Simmonds,
difference
Methodist minister
a thought unformed. the Cumberland Presbyterian and president of
Bethesda Hosabsence--how
Church, Fredonia, read the sin- pital,
,r an
Cincinnati.
gle ring ceremony at 10 o'clock
Mr. and 'Mrs. William Scott
in the presence of family and
Ferrell, of Jacksonville, Fla.,
friends.
cousins of the bride, were the
The bride wore brown with only
attendants.
grey accessories.
'Mr. and Mrs. Danielson left
Miss Mary Virginia Meadows, immediately
by motor for New
Princeton, and Miss Suzanne York,
leaves;
home state of the bride;uiet emptiness
Cunningham, Decatur, Ill.; were groom.
yesterday?—
the bride's attendants.
They will be at horns after the
AND HIS 'AIR MAIL BRIDE' — Ex-GI Joe Conti, 33,
flight of swallows
Immediately following t h e middle of September
at 124 of Richmond,
Ind., and his smiling bride, the former lngeborg
ceremony a receptoin was held Fleming Road,
_Wyoming, Ohio.
Schlueter, 25, of Berlin, leave Paddington Registry Office,
E. H. Tolima at the home of the bride's
The bride will be remembei London, following their wedding. Couple met for first time in
parents.
ed here, having been a teacher
London August 7 after courtship, proposal and acceptance
Mr. and Mrs. Meadows left in Princeton Public School
sys.!:,. Clarence Wood, for St. Louis for a brief honey• tem. She is the only daughter were carried on enitrely by air mail, radio and cablegrams.
(AP Wirephoto via radio from London)
...ret, announce the moon, returning Sunday night. of Mr. and Mrs.
R. H. Smith, of
• lex daughter, Mrs. They will make their home in this county.
Davis, to Mr. Wil- Princeton.
•.)n Stout, son 9f
Out-of-town guests were Mrs.
M Stout, Sr., of Clinton Meadows, Mrs. Clyde Twisdale-Tackett
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Brown, W.
Miss Betty Clyde Twisdale,
Aug. 20, with Meadows, Mrs. St. Johns, all of
Main street, had as guests last
Mr. and Mrs. Carlin Luke WatM. Yates officiating Dawson Springs; Miss Mary daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde week, Mr. and Mrs. Karl Sink- son, Route
1, on the birth of a
Twisdale,
Bardwell,
and
Mr.
ley,
Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. J H. son, Eddie
Virginia Meadows, Prof. a n d
me in Corbin.
Lynn, August 21.
Wilbur
Tackett,
Binkley
also
and
of
son,
Bardwell,
Ben,
Denver,
ut is a graduate of Mrs. Guy Cunningham and
*
*
*
Colo., Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Binkoman's College, Hop- daughter, Suhnne, Decatur, Ill. son of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde ley, Mr. and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Guy
Binkley
Rodney Nash
Tackett,
were married at
and Mr. Stout is a
and Mrs. Ira Hill, all of Detroit, Ennis, Princeton, on the birth of
For a delicious sauce for fish o'clock Saturday night, Aug. 2l. Mich.
if Hiwassee College,
a son, Rodney Dale, August 22.
• • •
Bardwell
Christian
l!r. Tenn. He is associ- add one-third cup of capers tc in t h e
*
*
*
Church
in
the
presence
Midshipman
Jimmy
of
their
Lisanby,
-Aher, Jack Stout, a cup of rich, well-seasoned
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elonzo
J. S. Naval Academy, Annapoparents
and
a
small
group
of
in of hotels in cream sauce.
friends. The ceremony was per- lis, Md., is visiting his parents, Clark, Fredonia, Route 1, on the
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby
birth of a son, August 24. He
formed by the Rev. Clark San- ter a three months' cruise afin has been named Gary Dale.
ner, of Lexington'. and an or- the Mediterranean.
*
*
*
• • •
gan numb& was played by
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm BlackMiss Helen Brown has returnMrs. J. F. Harrell.
burn, Fredonia, on the birth of
The church was decorated ed to Lexington after spending
two weeks with her parents, Mr. a daughter, Marylyn Jo, August
with summer flowers, and roses. and Mrs. E. R. Brown, W. Main
26, at Princeton Hospital.
The bride wore a tailored suit street.
•
•
•
•
of white gabardine with white
of Mrs. Philip Mitchell while
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Little and there.
accessories, and , her flowers
• • •
children,
Tommy,
and
Sue
Ann,
were of talisman roses.
spent last week-end with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Groom and
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Yates Little's sister, Mrs. B. G. Moore,
daughters, Mildred and Nancy,
were attendants, Mrs. Yates and family, Dawson Road.
will go to Princeton, N. J., Fri• • •
wearing a pink suit with Al
day to visit his father, J. B.
Mrs. Hattye Lamb is the guest Groom, and brother, Littletor.
white accessories and a corsage
of
daughte:,
her
Mrs.
Groom,
C.
W.
and family.
of white carnations.
• • •
Moore, and Mr. Moore, in PaduThe 'Misdates are former res- cah.
Nancy Groom who has been
• • •
idents of Princeton.
attending summer school
at
Mrs. Yola Carloss, Hopkins- Western State College, has reThin: fillets of fish do not need ville, spent several days last turned home.
• •
to be turned during broiling. week with her sister, Mrs. R. A.
McConnell, and Mr. McConnell,
M. and Mrs. Charles E. PfefThey may be topped with a Eddyville Road.
fer and little daughter, Pamela,
• • •
cheese-and-parsley f la vored
have returned to their home in
cream sace just before serving.
Mr. and Mrs. William Satter- Detroit, Mich., after a visit ts
field and sons, Billy and Bobby, Mrs. Pfeffer's mother, Mrs. Will
Owensboro, are spending their Loftus, Washington street.
For a dessert for Sunday Din- of
• • •
vacation with his mother, Mrs.
ner try heating maple or maple- Guy Satterfield, and Mrs. SatMrs. Hobart McGough and
flavored syrup and serve with terfield's sisters, Mrs. J. F. Gra- Mrs. Arthur McGough, Stanpecan nut meats over vanilla ice ham and Mrs. Claude Koltin- ford, are visiting relatives here
sky.
this week.
cream.
• • •
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols
Mrs. Ethel French and daughand Mr. and Mrs. Richard Free- ter, Janet, Highland
Avenue,
man attended the races at Dade have returned from a week's
vaPark last Thursday.
cotion
to Louisville, Bards• •
town, Mammoth Cave and CinMr. and Mrs. Charles "Pete" cinnati, 0.
Russell and son, Charles Evans,
• • •
of Poplar Bluff, Mo., arrived, Mrs. Annie Barrett was adWednesday for a visit to their mitted to Jennie Stuart Hospital,
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Benson Hopkinsville, Monday for treatParrent and Mr. and Mrs. H. C. ment.
Russell.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall P. EldLake Sedberry, Minneapolis, red and son, Marshall Polk, and
Minn., is visiting his. mother, Mrs. Henry Hale will arrive this
Mrs. C. A. Woodall, and Mr. week to visit friends and relaWoodall, and sister, Mrs. Clif- tives.
ton Hollowell, and family.
• • •
To make a shrimp sauce to
Mrs. Bessie Harmon, employe
at Sears Order office, is on a serve over boiled or broiled fish
two weeks' vacation visiting her add V2 cup finely chopped
sister, Mrs. Nellie Morse, in shrimp to a cup of white sauce
Portland, Ore.
and season with salt, pepper,
• • •
Mesdames P. L. Pruett and finely chopped parsley, finely
Reg Catlett spent Tuesday in grated onion and lemon juice.
Madisonville, where they attended a style show at the CapJohn Cabot discovered Newitol Theater, sponsored by sev- foundland five years after
Coleral Evansville firms. Miss Judy
Pruett participated as a model umbus made his first voyage to
in the show. They were guests the West Indies.
10ff
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hospital fund the last three
The Pheobian Class of White months, and participating in a
Sulphur Church met at the home Bible drill each month. Mrs. Perof Miss Pauline Paris Tuesday cy Dalton was in charge of the
night, Aug. 24, at 8 o'clock. The drill this month.
•
devotional, conducted by Mrs.
Refreshments were served to
Roy Francis, Included a song, Mesdames
William Roger a,
'Cweet Hour of Prayer"; prayer, Frank Young,
James Son, CharMrs. Charlie McCarthy; song, lie McCarthy,
Percy Dalton,
"Saviour More Than Life"; Lester Cash,
Roy Francis, Jr.,
prayer, Mrs. James Son; scrip- Edward Young, and
Miss Pauline
ture, Mark 10, Mrs. Roy Fran- Paris.
cis, Jr., prayer, Mrs. Percy DalThe September meeting will
ton, followed by the business be held at the
home of Mrs.
meeting conducted by the pres- Charlie McCarthy,
Marion Road.
ident.
Nine members answered the
The area of South America is
roll call by quotnig Bible quo- estimated at
7,500,000 square
tations, and each member re- miles, slightly
less than North
ported having paid intb the local America.

er,..• 1"414.

graith.th'
I.
a,. Ilp
-NW
1,o1111 p.,1*
'
P'
t
1011.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Julie N. Oliver, 68, who died at
the home of a son here on Varmint Trace Road Monday, were
held at Oliver Cemetery, near
Saratoga, Wednesday morning
at 10:30 o'clock. She is survived
by several children.
The bronze statue known as
Christ of the Andes, on the bolder of Chile and Argentina, was
erected in 1902 to commemorate
peaceful settlement of a boundary dispute between the two
countries.

Have your doctor leave your perscriptions with us.
WE HAVE BEEN TRUSTED WITH OVER

Congratulates

..,nf Toured
at a .a'tbie,
einnom
heat
taivlardeil

Mrs. Julie N. Oliver

That's why we never sacrifice quality.

The Leader

By previous vote of the Retail
rchants Association, Princeton
res will be closed all day, Labor

Deaths -Funerals

126,501

Buy your sickroom supplies where you
have your prescriptions filled.We carry
a complete stock of quality merchandwiisen
erievaesctn
hae bpleropmrpictess.erY
ha
rdtear
viocuerto
receive
prescription receives. Try us.
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Corner-iirug Store
Telephone 1

Princeton, Ky.
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ft

For the RIGHT answers
to

economy problems

Making what you have to spend add up to enough to get
all of what it takes to send a youngster to school is
always a tough problem for parents.,

low they're a perfect foil for your fuller, longer skirts.

The big selections in Sears catalogs, the GUARANTEE of satisfaction, and Sears low prices
make your Sears Order Office the right
'place to shop.
From Tots to Teens, and in-betweens,
there's more to choose from, more
for your money at Sears.

, Guelesired by •
Good liousyketplbt

•No. 8142—Very new to the fall and winter scene
is this long lined dress with its flounced wrapover effect and French roll collar ... its cartridge trim
and rhinestone buttons. Perfectly proportioned
for the shorter, slightly fuller figure in Black, Peacock Teal,
Mahogany, Ruby Tone rayon crepe. 16%.22A.

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

Thursday, Septembtr,2
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Ky. Farm News

Fredonia News
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
T. L. Grubbs Sunday were:
Mrs. Albert Burnette and son,
Myron, Ft. Sill, Okla., Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Harwood and, son
Charles, Brencinridge Homes,
Morganfield, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Grubbs and children, Billy and
Martha Nell, near Kuttawa.
Miss Ventrice Mitchell, Louisville, visited friends in town for
a short time Monday morning,
enroute to Paducah to spend a
week with her mother, Mrs. W.
T. Mitchell.
Mrs. Frank Beavers is a patient in the Princeton hospital
where she submitted to an emergency appendectomy last Monday night.
Mrs. Sam Holloman spent last
week with her father, J. C. Catilla at the home of his daughter.

Woman's old problem
relieved by 2-way help
What td do for Woman's oldest
problem, functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CARDUI'Ll 2-way help.
You see, Csanut may make thing,
loth easier for you in either of two
ways: (1) started 3 days before
"your time" and taken as directed
on the label, it should help relieve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
It should Improve your appetite,aid
digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
come. COUNT! is scientifically prepared and scientifically tested. If
you suffer "at those certain times",
pt CALM/ today.

Mrs. Frank Darnell, near Salem.
Mr. Catilla is, critically ill, having suffered a stroke on Sunday
of last week. His children have
been called to his bedside.
Mr. and 'Mrs. L. B. Young
were guests of her brother, Bas
il Tucker, and Mrs. Tucker in
Sullivan, Sunday afternoon.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs
Ray Blackburn Sunday were
Mrs. Leora Spickard, Linda and
Karon Moyer, Mr. and Mrs.
James Wigginton and son, Torn,
my, Detroit, and Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Wigginton and daughter, Fern.
Missionary Society of the
First Presbyterian church will
meet *nth Mts. John F. Rice
Thursday afternoon for the regular monthly meeting.
W. F. Burton, of the U. S.
Army, returned to Baltimore,
Md., Monday night, after spending several days on leave with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Burton.
J. C. Butts, who is employed
near Layfayette, spent several
days this week with his parents,
Mrs. J. 0. Nall, Marion, was
the Tuesday afternoon guest of
Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
Mr. and M r s. Charles E.
Brockmeyer and daughter, Sandra, spent several days last week
in St. Louis.
Mr. Barney Wilson and mother moved to Princeton Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Carner
and sons, Phillip and John H.,
Morganfield, were gueests during the weekend of Mr. and Mrs.

Prescriptions
Phone 611

WOOD DRUG STORE
WOOD BROS.
Has the right answers for your
BACK

TO

SCHOOL

NEEDS

The
‘1ElY
U. S. SAYS t
State Depaitment.char_d in
Washington, D. C., that Russian authorities framed an
espionage case aga:nst U. S.
Navy Lieut. Robert Dreher
(above) whom the Moscow'
press and radio accused of
serving as an American spy.
Dreher is a former assistant
naval attache at Moscow.
(AP Wirephoto from U. S.
Navy)

Pasture iui 3O hogs and two
head of workstock for the last
three months was furnished by
2 acres of ladino clover on the
/
11
farm of W. B. Meson in Garrard county.
Six ton-litters of pigs are being fed in Grayson county for
the state litter contest.
In Christian and Todd counties, 234 Negro 4-H club girls
improved their home surround.
ings by planting flowers and
caring for lawns.
Wildfire cost Hopkins county
tobacco growers this y2ar an
average of 10 percent of their
production.
In combating an attack of
grasshoppers in Warren county,
a shlordane spray was 100 percent effective in 36 to 48 hours.
C. L. Walker of Marshall
county harvested 1,750 pounds
of fescue seed from 2 acres of
land.
Mrs. Fred Delph of Harlan
county sold beans at $4 a bushel from her home garden and
tomatoes at 20 cents a pound.
Twenty-two ton litters of pigs
are being fed in Daviess county
this year.
In Boone county, sheep raisers
received
$18,719 for 34,067
pounds of wool, a drop of 8,000
pounds from last year.
About 125,000 pounds of fescue were harvested in Ballard
county this season, one-fifth being certified.
It is estimated that a million
bushels of rye-vetch mixture
were harvested in Logan county
this year.
Fifty-five farmers. in Knox
county are now growing alfalfa;
five years ago, only eight farmers were growing this crop.
On a milk route starting this
spring in Carter county, 85
farmers are now selling whole
milk to a milk company in Mt.
Sterling.

Arlie Vinson.
Miss Imogene Wigginton was
the dinner guests of Mrs. Margaret Zurmuehlen and Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Yates Sunday.
Mr. Walter Leeper, Dallas,
Tex., is visiting his sister and
brother, Miss Ada Leeper and
Henry Leeper.
Mrs. Virgil Fuller and daughter, Sharon, left Monday morning for Gary, Ind., where she
will join her husband and make
their home there.
Mrs. Harlan Thomas and baby
son, Gerald, arrived home Tuesday after spending several
weeks in Rome, Ga., where the
baby is receiving medical treatChicken may be rolled in egg
ments.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wiggin- and crumbs, arranged in a bakton and son, Tommy, Detroit, are ingdish and baked in the oven
visiting his sister, Mrs. Ray for about an hour, or until done.
Blackburn, and Mr. Blackburn A fryer or broiler should oe
chosen for chicken to be preparand other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Harwood ed in this way and it should be
and son, Charles, Morganfield, basted frequently, during the
spent the weekend with her par- baking, with margarine or butents, Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs. ter.
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
and son, David, are spending
several days in Detroit.
Mrs. Albert Burnette and son,
Myron, Fo. Sill, Okla., spent the
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs. She was
accompanied home by Mr. and
Mrs. Grubbs who will spend next
week in her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pipton and
son, Barry, Saline, Kan., were
BETTER HAVE
dinner guests of ,Miss Iimogene
Wigginton, Friday. Mrs. Pipton
is the former Miss Beverly Ga
hagen, former resident of Frelhe time to get insurance
donia.
Prof. and Mrs. Guy Cunning- is before an accident
ham, Decatur, Ill., spent the happens. Are you comweekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. M. S. Lowery. They pletely covered?
were here to attend the Simpson-Meadow wedding Friday
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles QuerterAgent
mous spent last Sunday as guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moore
Phone 81
in Evansville.

SOM4041
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Mark Cunningham

in two test areas of 'southern
Indiana he has discovered that
hunger is the squirrel'. worst
A,P — To pro- enemy. Not only does he starve
in wholesale lots when
vide Indiana htinters with more to death
his food supply runs low but
M
John
squirrels,
and better
Allen has been spending nearly
all his time for 2 years study-

Indiana Studies
Starving Squirrels

Age Catches Trout

Mt: Shasta, Calif. — AP — It
isn't the same around the state
fish hatchery. A 24-year -old
Mackinaw trout who came from
Minnesota as an egg in 1923 has
passed on. He was always point,
ad out to tourists, as he got to ing squirrel ways.
weigh 15 pounds and was 26
Concentrating on the squirrels
inches long.
He is survived by three other ArAold Ligon Truck Line
outsize specimens, who also
crossed the plains as fish eggs
in the early twenties. Tbe average life span of a trout is 3 to
5 years, says the State Division
LONG DISTANCE MOVING
of Fish and Game, which adds
Contact
that it stopped inviting MackiJAMES D. MASI1BURN
Princeton, Ky.
1924.
893
in
state
Phone
the
naws into

STOMACH AILMENTS, WEAK KIDNEYS,
RHEUMATIC PAINS, ARTHRITIS, NEURITIS
,faeArcwied:lehTtoXInS. Bloating,
u.snicrs
.acotrsipNpwiote
.
Hcal
asrgy
Ildksuocrh floittuiltayl.nLin,
Dizzy Spells.
Drugless Health
Read What They Say!

TF YOU ARE a sufferer of these -

ENRO SHIRTS, widespread collar;
french cuffs.... Colorful Sport Shirts
Munsingwear Shorts, Shirts, Hosiery... Full Line of Sweaters by Rugby and Wilson Brothers; Coat Sweaters, Pull-Overs and sleeves ... Rugby's Sport Jackets, Rayon and Wood
Lined ... Style-Mart Suits and Topcoats and Gabardines.

WOOD BROS.
Princeton

ailments, try GEO-MINERAL. You
may be astonished at the results.
You need not guess—you will see
facts. GEO-MINERAL comes from
the earth — Nature's Laboratory.
Contains NO dope, NO alcohol, NO
oil. ONLY Nature's minerals, the
oldest, most reliable remedy for
rheumatism, arthritis, kidney and
stomach ailments.
GEO-MINERAL will enrich your
blood, help to make you strong, full
of pep, life and energy. Lack of
minerals In the blood causes anemia, headaches, nervousness. Minerals generate mental brilliancy,
give sparkling eyes, red cheeks,
light disease, bajid up health.
RHEUMATISM, arthritis are
dreadful diseases. Acid condition
in the blood is often their cause.
What could be the remedy? For
thousands of years, minerals have
been used to relieve the pain and
suffering of these Ills. People, on
the advice of doctors, go to mineral
springs to find cure, or relief. The
late President Roosevelt used to go
to Warm Springs in Georgia. Ile
was helped or would not have gone
there regularly take a year.

Amazing Results
YEAR after year. people rush to
mineral springs and spas, to drink
and bathe In their miraculous water. We have all heard of the wondrous springs of Lourdes, France,
and famous Thronion In ancient
Greece where, according to legend
Hercules,the god of eternal strength
and youth, drank its waters and
bathed to he forever young.
GEO - MINERAL contains mineral' you get at the world's best
spring.. Watch your elimination
from your bowels a day or two after
using It. The waste, black as the
color of your shoes, will start to
break away, and you will SEE It.
Also examine your urine. You may
see impurities— poisonous waste—
coming out of your kidneys, relieving you. And then realize the pricetees value of GEO-MINERAL.

on corner of Green

100-Acre Farm; 2 sets of houses; 3 barns and
one crib.

$5,500
2 miles from Princeton.
/
125-Acre Tract; 31

C. A. WOODALL

HOLIDAY AHEAD
s PICNIC BASKET BUYS!
'
ENJOY A GRAND SPREAD WITH A&P
Celebrate the Labor Day Week End with a Labor Free
DELICIOUS READY-TO-EAT
And
you
before
go stop at y
your favorite picnic spot!
Food Store for plenty of picnic foods that hit the spot.

HAMS

C

LB.

SHANK PORTION
8 to 16 lb. Average
ROUND OR SIRLOIN

ON
CO.
St.
NO

STEAKS

sanitary truc
e r -k up hor
We pay all

ucky R

Tender, Fresh, Fully Dressed
(Wings 530
(Barks 550 legs or thighs

Cut from heavy grain fed beef
Swift's

ALL GOOD or DAWN

GROUND

lb. 59c

BEEF FRESH,LEAN

ARMOURS

SCHOOL DAY

TREET

PEAS

Delicious Luncheon Meat

New Pack

12-oz
Can

ad stock p

.8

FRYERS

65c,FRANKFURTERS
BACON

entucky Re

ENJOY A&P's PLUMP POULTRY

Cut Up Fryers

SPICED LUNCHEON MEAT
RED, SOUR, PITTED

Cocoanut

ANGEL F
BAR C

CHERRIES
No. 2

N".3" 29(

41(

25

Can

Cans

EA

‘11111111111111111111le

3

CLOCK COFFEE
'
8O

PICKLES

2

PINEAPPLE JUICE

OLIVES

lb. bag 1.15
qt. jar.

Lanes Dill, Sour or Sweet Mixed

No. 2 cans

TUNA FISH

FAIR PLAY, GRATED

27c TOMATO JUICE
33c FLOUR

3

WHITE HOUSE

tall cans 45c 1
4 lb. pkg.

PORK & BEANS
POPULAR BRAND

OLEO

BEVERAGES

CIGARETTES

MARGARINE
1-1b.

33(

Bottle

SULTANA

RAJAIF

LETTUCE

4

CORNED BEEF HASH
Can

38(

pkg.

Os. doz.

5

Lb. Mesh

lb. bag

2

lbs.

CELE

ORANGES
SWEET &

7

lb.

in

JUICY

I

Rag

In

25c1LEMONS

CLOSED ALL DAY LABOR DAY, MON

12(

FLA-VOR-AID

SALTED PEANUTS

CRACKER JACK

.."0.10.44.0PWOMO.01014V

2

JUICY

Crisp Crunchy Fresh

15(

2k, „Hs

JUICY, 200 Size

Planters Cocktail

Pkgs.

125

KING FORD

Assorted Fruit Flavors

4

Can

31(

'DAY OUT,

Charm House, Choc, Chili

OLD DUTCH CLEANSER /
UP qood g

8-oz.

your

giant 4 lb , io

2 hds. 29c

Can

'

h

CALIFORNIA

49c'LIMES

New Activated Seismotite

here is

2

SULTANA

Manhattan,

69c CORN STARCH

3w

fl for

6

ALL VARIETIES

17c CUT-RITE WAX PAPER

Bag

10

N. B. C.

1.65

79c Burry Cookies

ONIONS

hot

sit

.„

17c Soap Flakes

ICE. BERG, 48 size

Armours Star Brand

rid;

1.0.4

15c CANDY BARS

41111=1111111111111111M11k
U. S. NO, 1 YELLOW

WHITE—COBBLERS

100% Guaranteed

oy

I lb.

VELVE

1 oz. cello pkg.

Mason Reg pts doz 59C

WE URGE everyone to try GEOMINERAL. Do not hesitate one

*ay

•r.5

23c'PEANUT BUTTER

or SANDWICH BUNS

2

ANN PAGE

No. 1 tall can

JONATHAN, All Purpose

16-oz.

pkgs.

JANE PARKER 1 lb. can

,„, 35
APPLES

Incl. tax

ALL VARIETIES

GRAPES

POTATOES

(TN.

Full Qt.

THOMPSON SEEDLESS

10 or cell

KRAFT (MEE

YUKON CLUB

FRUIT JARS

lb.

I

49c RITZ CRACKERS

SURE GOOD

CHEWING GUM

25

SUNNYFIELD, PLAIN

luxurio

OUR OWN TEA

Ctn.

Da

46 or

IONA

160.. jar 47c MARSHMALLOWS RECIPE

SULTANA, PLAIN

WIENER ROLLS

PRINCETON, KY.
issimommakill Orders to above ad41401Yr-Mid lie frio Festagei

Guaranteed

Dead
W

Phone 126

Phone 54

Main St.

POTATO CHIPS

WOOD DRUG STORE

pair

S DRUG STOR
'
WILLIAMSON

Insurance and Real Estate

COCONUT

moment. Go to your drug store
now. Get one bottle. lige it one
week. If you are not 100 per cent
satisfied, we will refund your money
In full. Try It today! It may do wonders for you—end be the best investment for your health. Make you feel
eat,sleep,work and enjoy life better.
(.10-MINERAL: 1 btL 51.11, 6 far HMI

hottest
The tWo
major league
down
go right
dea
w lc before
conchaThis
ee
facte ,that
fl. the
league has
Eit her
toe charge,
edule is rigSuring
St. Louis
sch the
l see

$1,250

Fruit Cocktail

"We wish to state that ofter selling
slincrAl for eight months, this
product has broken all sales records
In the medicine line In our drug
store"—reports Jack Wright, Owner of
Economy Drug Co., Anderson, N. C.
"Users report almost miraculous rewith rheumasults, helping stiff
tism. arthritis, weak kidneys, and
various stomach ailments. We believe
that there exist very few Items on the
druggists' shelf with the merit of this
natural mineral medicine. Of thousands of bottles sold on guarantee hails, there have been very few refunds."

vie No
'nals An
rek
'ditty')
ex> 10'1

•Few thoughts ever
recorded are
more inspiring than the
familiar
Scriptural truth "Seest thou a
man
diligent in his business and he shag
stand before kings." It applies to
a business no less than to a
man.
In the operation of our
pharmacy
we accept a sincere moral respon.
aibility to both the medical profession and the
public. We are not qualified by either
education
or experience to diagnose disease or ptesaibe
treatment. But we are thoroughly qualified to fill
your prescriptions just as they should be filled,
When you feel "out of sorts" consult a physician.
Be sure that he is a licensed M.D. Then bring WI
prescription to US to be filled. There 13 no better
health insurance.

$5,770

EVAP MILK

1111
GOOD11
FOR SICKPEOPLE

state and federal ,

"AND HE SHALL STAND
BEFORE. KINGS"

FOR SALE!
6-Room Dwelling and bath
and Hawthorne streets.

he delays
nutting g lung
seouently his brood
when he is shut by
the
The project is bseke„,

sorbet- 2,19

6 „kir,. 21(

ho
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Cardinals
in
the National
League and the Cleveland Indians in the American League
favored to win a majority of
their games.
These two clubs will be playing western opposition during
those final days. And the way
the west has been going this season the Cards and Indians will
have weak foes at their mercy
while the more evenly matched
eastern clubs knock one another's brains out.
In the closing 10 days the
Cardinals have three games
with the surprising Pittsburg
Pirates and six with the lowly
Chicago Cubs. During the same
period the Boston Braves tackle
Brooklyn's base-stealing Dodgers and New York's home runhitting Giants.
During the same closing days
in the American League and Indians have as their rivals the
Detroit Tigers and Chicago White
Sox while the New York Yankees take on the Boston Red
Sox and Philadelphia Athletics.
It's still anybody's pennant in
both leagues but if the Cards
and Indians are on top or even
within three games of the top
during the last two weeks, there's

ad stock promptly, free
nitary trucks which are
ick up horses, cows and
e pay all phone charges.

enjoy riding on our modern buses because it
ng a luxurious ear of their own, with their own
driven for Western Kentucky Stages for I
now there is another good reason why most
us: there is no less expensive way to travel.
It is a fresh, clean ride, right from the heart of
0551 of your farm home—to your destination."

k proud of his company.
si ysers without • chorus8. all other Western Km,
n just - m• folksnam e is spared. no /Mont,
* you good bus wok*.

Frankfurt, Aug. 31
Possession limit for doves this season
is 10, the Division of Game and
Fish announced today in correcting a previous news release
which stated the limit was double
the daily bag, or 20 birds. The
daily limit, is 10 and at no time
is a hunter permitted to have
more than that number in his
possession.
The dove season opened September 1 and will continue
through October 30, with hunting permitted from noon each
day until sunset, Central Standard Time.
Repeating shotguns ased in
hunting must be plugged so that
the barrel and magazine combined will hold not more than
three shells. The guns must be so
plugged that the plugs can not be
extracted without disassembling
the gun. A State hunting license
is required by each hunter, the
division pointed out.
R. C. Soaper, U. S. Game Management Agent at Henderson,
pointed out the regulation barring the taking of doves over
baited fields. His interpretation
of this regulation f ollow s:
"Mourning doves are not permitted to be taken, directly or indirectly, by means, aid or use of
shelled, shucked or unshucked
corn, or of wheat or other grain,
salt, or other feed that has been
distributed, deposited or scattered so as to constitute for such
birds a lure, attraction or entirement to, on or over the areas
where hunters are attempting
to take them, provided, however,
doves may be taken when grains
are found scattered solely as a
result of agricultural harvesting.
The regulations put the hunter on his own. He should inspect the area to make sure no
grain, feed or salt have been
put out. Not having knowledge
of the presence of the grain, feed
or salt or ignorance of the law is
no excuse.
'The above regulation means
that doves which are attracted
or lured to feed or salt that has
been put out for livestock or any
other purpose are not permitted
to be hunted or shot at.
"Doves are not permitted to be
taken from highways, public
roads or lanes. Neither are doves
permitted to be hunted, taken
or shot at from or by means, aid
or use of an automobile or aircraft.
"Doves may be taken in standing, growing or harvested grains
fields (provided that no grain or
other feed or salt has been scattered, deposited, distributed or
added to the said field), watera good chance that they'll be the
World. Series teams along about
October 5.
It has been a topsy-turvy battle from the outset. The big surprises have been the Athletics,
by 85-year-old
still handled
Connie Mack, and the Indians,
guided by baseball's youngest
manager, Lou Boudreau, 31. Before the season opened the Indians were quoted at 20 to 1 and
the A's 25 to I.
Almost as surprising has been
Billy Meyer and his crew of 40year-old Pirate pitchers. Pittsburg was 15 to 1 in the pre-season odds which in itself was a
tribute to Meyer who is handling a big league club for the
first time.
The World Series should be
an interesting one even though
the participating athletics figure
to be the dog tired by the time
October rolls around. Maybe
there should be two World Series this fall, one for. the runnerup in both leagues. The races
figure to be that close right
down to the wire.

Bluegrass farms was noted. In
1946 about 27 percent of the
farms were 21 to 70 acres; 34
percent were
.71 to 120 acres ariaHow crop production hat. In- 39 percent were 121 to 260 acres.
•
creased in the Bluegrass region
of Kentucky since 1930, is revealed in the annual report of
the
Agricultural
Experiment
Station.
The increased production has
come largely through higher
acre yields. The Burley acreage, reduced beginning in 1934,
started back up in 1943 and now
is larger than it was in the
early thirties.. Yield an acre
is up 50 percent.
The acreage of corn is down
nearly a third, but yields are
up 20 percent. Nearly 30
percent
More land is being devoted to
hay production. Also average
hay production an acre is twice
ON 3,800-MILE BICYCLE TRIP—John and Dawn Woodward, with that of the early thirties. The
their young daughter, Judy, pass through Chattanooga, Tenn., on alfalfa acreage has doubled since
2-Hour Service on small radios - all makes of
their trip to Portland, Ore. (Aug. 23). The trip began at Green- 1930, and now is nearly a fourth
radios
- phonographs and P. A. systems repaired
ville, S. C, on Aug. 16. John says the journey is one of necessity. of the total hay acreage.
There
When it rains an umbrella covers Judy. (AP Wirephoto).
Our guarantee backed by 15 years of depbndahas been little change in small
grain growing.
ble service.
State Fair Exhibit To
Loses Untreated Plants
Cattle numbers have been
When
300
farmers
of
Rockgradually increasing in the last
Feature Inviting Homes
Located on E. Main St., near VFW Post.
That homes need pot be drab castle and Southern Madison 18 years, and now are about 50
Open 'til 8 P. M. daily except Sunday.
counties visited the farm of W. percent higher than
in 1930.
and dull, but may be colorful,
S. Stewart on a field trip, they Sheep remained fairly
constant
We buy, sell or trade.
interesting
and
inviting
at saw a striking demonstration
until 1944, and then decreased
small expense, will be demon- showing the result of using about 30
percent from the early
strated at the State Fair, Sept. blue-limestone in tobacco plant thirties.
The number of hogs and
12 to 18, by the Extension Ser- beds. According to Farm Agent chickens is
about the same.
vice of the College of Agricul- Robert F. Spence, Mr. Stewart
Some increase in the size of
ture and Home Economics, Un- lacked plants fro& his own
iversity of Kentucky.
treated beds to set one-fourth
Visitors will see contrasting acre, s7) got plants from a neighrooms furnished with similar bor who hadn't treated his plant
articles of furniture, one show- bed. Wildfire and leafspot had
ing old unfinished pieces, the almost enitrely covered
the
other attractive groupings re- plants in that area of Mr. Stewconditioned for service and bea- art's field, while the treated
uty by homemakers. Slipcovers plants were green to the ground
and upholstered chairs, refinish- and Making a good growth.
ed chests and tables, chairs reseated with cane or rush, and
The koala bear eats only euhandmade rugs will be dis- calyptus leaves and only those
played.
of a few spicies of the tree.
The exhibit will be indicative
ments as a result of the cooperaof the home demonstration protive effort of the college and
gram as a whole in Kentucky,
leaders.
where last year in 95 counties, rural
more than 103,780 farm and rur.
al families reported improve-

Production Jumps
In Blue Grass

ing places or at roosts.
"The penalty for a violation of
any of the above federal regulations is a fine not exceeding 8500
or imprisonment for not more
than six months or both such
fine and imprisonment."

EVERGREENS,
ORAMENTAL TREES
and SHRUBS . . .

Flying ants may be termites—
possibly in your home. A FREE
TEFtMINIX INSPECTION will
give you acourate information
on the extent of termite damage in your property. Don't delay, cal today!
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 5174

Bring me a drawing of your
house and surroundings and I
will help you with your landscaping needs. A telephone call
will bring me promply to
your home for an estimate
Also plant fruit trees, grape
vines and berry plants.
I have a complete line of
nursery stock.

AuthoMed 1Flepresontathro of
Ohio V•Iler Tormtnix Corp.
79
C
As Adv•rtisird In•liss Pose"

TERM thl IX

H. L. HOBBY
205 S. Seminary St. Phone 153
PRINCETON, KY.

WC , OLU S.A14i,LJI IN ILK/41.1k

COAL-FLOW
STOUR

Fully automatic, this
model feeds coal direct
from bih to furnace.
No hopper to fill. No
coal shoveling.

AUTOMATIC
FURNACI

Economical stoker
turns hand-fired furnaces and boilers into
automatic home heating units.

this unit warms,
cleans, humidifies and
circulates the air.
Built-in Iron Fireman
Coal-Flow stoker.

This fuel-saving hand-fired Trots
Fireman coal furnace may be converted later to automatic coal, oil
or gas firing.

AUTOMATIC BOILIR

Built-in Coal-Flow
stoker fires this automatic steam or hot
water boiler.

RI RIAD./ FOR ANY FUR

For convertible automatic heating,
pick an Iron Fireman "Coal or Oil"
furnace or boiler. Both are easily
convertible from one fuel to the
other simply by replacing the burner
unit. If, however, you are not yet
ready for automatic heating, install
the hand-fired "Triple-Shift" furnace. Later on, you can "go automatic" by adding the Iron Fireman
burner you prefer.

It is richer, sweeter, better tasting, and contains
the vitamins necessary to good health.

B. N. LUSBY CO.
Authorized Dealer
E. Main St.

Phone 88

Please give me further information on Iron Fireman coal beating equipment.

,Our former price was very low for 51 gauge,
15 and 20 denier,full-fashioned hose. And now
It's STILL LOWER!
Trust Penney's to put Gaymo& iuxury nylons witln
reach of every woman in the country. Now you can all
enjoy the beauty, comfort and perfect fit of GAYMODES. If you've never tried GAYMODES, change
to them now! Find out for yourself why millions of
style-wise and budget-smart women will wear no others!
IF YOU LIKE LONG-WEARING, STURDY SHEER
HOSE, try our 45 gauge, 20 denier Gaymodes.
Plenty of service and beauty for only $1.39.
IF YOU LIKE THE 42 GAUGE TEXTURE of fine 30
denier weight, try our sheer-as-a-cobwed GAYMODES for just 98c.
IF YOU LIKE NICE MEDIUM SHEERS in a 30 denier
weight, and 45 gauge weave, there's nothing prettier than our GAYMODES for $1.15!
* All these GAYMODES come in sizes 8/
1
2-101/2;
nylon welt and foot, in three of our newest Fall
shades. Come in and see them!

F
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Governor Will Be
Among 50 Farmers
To Receive Awards

Frankfort — Fifty Kentucky
farmers, including Gov. Earle C.
Clements, will receive "Master
Conservationist Awards" at the
Kentucky State Fair September
18, it was announced by the
State Soil Conservation Committee.
The awards will be made to

1111111111111111111111111•111111111111L..
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Walkout Affects
Four UK Projects

farmers who have carried on an
outstanding conservation pro- HURTLING RACER—The car of Mack Hellings, 32, of Burbank, Calif., hurtles along the Illinois
gram in their community. The State Fairground race track at Springfield, Ill., after a collision with the auto driven by Lee
You can't get it by wire
event has been named "Soil Wallard, Schenectady, N. Y. The accident occured during the first lap of a 100 mile race. Hellings
was seriously hurt. (AP Wirephoto)
After your home's on fire. Conservation Day" at the State
Fair.
sembled at the same time. GovBarry Bingham, Louisville,
Madison Homemakers
Get It Here
president and editor of the ernor Clements, President H. L.
Report Big Savings
Donovan
of
the
University
of
Louisville Courier-Journal and
Madison county homemakers
Where the Golden Rule
Times, will be given the "honor- tentucky; Dr. T. S. Buie, Sparclub members estimated that
ary
master conservationist tansburg, S. C., regional conserThe names of 2 boys and
they saved more than $4,000 last
Applies.
award."
yationist of the soil conserva girls receiving scholarships
to year when they learned to reCommissioner of Conservatioft eon service,
will be the mai the
College of Agriculture and finish
Henry Ward will serve as mas- speaker.
furniture in their homes.
A. Threlkeld, Corinth
ter of ceremonies for the occas- president
Home
Economics, University of Included in
of the State Committhe 206 pieces refinion, while Watson Armstrong, di- tee,
will explain objectives o Kentucky, are announced by ished were chairs, chests,
loverector of the division of vocation- the
Dean
Thomas P. Cooper as folcaravan.
seats, tables and picture frames,
al education and chairman o
lows:
Farmers
who
will
receive
Ins. Agency
the state soil conservation comJesse H. Jones scholarships — some of considerable value. Fif"Master Conservationist Awards'
mittee will make the awards to
are: Scott county, Freeman B Davis, Earlington; Harold Davis, ty-five chairs were re-seated
the master conservationist.
Phone 64
Showalter; Lincoln county, 0. F William Carlton, Philpot; Fred with cane and 70 chairs and 14
The awards will be part o
— 117 W. Main St.
Floyd; Fleming county, E. G Doansburg; Robert
Dunham, stools with rush.
the "kick off" program for the
Princeton, Ky.
Other work accomplished by
Howe, Charles E. Cowan, W. P Crestwood; Charles B. Haynes,
100,000 "Kentucky
ConservaDye, L. K. Helphenstine, Joh Jeffersontown; Richard Fluks; the women included 1,295 gartion Caravan" which will be as
W. McCann, C. E. Gorman, Roy Philpot; and Robert M. Huff- ments made and 2;426 remodeled
man, Lancaster.
or repaired, 287 rooms papered
C. Gray.
Mary Gibbs Jones scholarships or painted, 140 floors refinished
McCracken county, Aloys Post
Horace Harting, R. J. Meahl, E. — Billie Clifford, Georgetown; and 95 slipcovers and 147 pairs
Helen Neree Hatcher, Alexan- of glass curtains and draperies
L. Keeling, Allen Hines.
Union county, Earle C. Clem dria; Helen Hollingsworth, Elk- made.
Thirty-eight
ents, Charles M. Meacham, C. B. ton; Iona Moore, Louisa; Imokitchens were
gene Redd, Lexington; Wilma made more convenient and stelaMcElroy, Eberly and Kenne
Davis, Leo Luckett, R. W. Ro- Fay Sumpter, Partridge, and saving, 15 being supplied with
Hazel Mae Foreman, Vanceburg. electricity. Eighty women reSears Roebuck Agricultural ported having deep freeze lockFoundation—Cecil C. Burnette, ers in their homes, said Home
Fulton; Walter A. Arnold, Erlan- Agent Priscilla G. Roser.
in
ger; Robert Boyd
Layman,
Leitchfield; James Stuart MeadPickle Records Broken
or, Lewisburg; Billy Keith BenRecords in pickle production
HOPKINSVILLE son,
Morning View; Robert F. have been broken
in Grayson
Hamilton, Jr., Vine Grove; John county this
year, where farmHeller, Pewee Valley; John Ad- ers
reaped the benefits of havI have purchased the Kennedy Radio busiams, McHenry; Gary C. Thomp- ing done
shop
a good job of land
ness, with whom I have done the service work
son, Berry, and Michael Sand, preparation,
fertilization, cultiAlexandria.
for the past two years. I will greatly appreciate
vation and insect control, reportKroger Company—Mary Sny- ed R. T.
Faulkner, county
the continued patronage of all old customers and
der, Milton; Jo Anne Kinsey. agent.
Four hundred and ten
sincerely solicit new business.
Mayfield, and Charles Allen Du growers
produced cucumbers on
yell. Jr., Smithland.
395 acres. Nine hundred dollars
All
but
Helen Neree Hatcher and more an acre was
for
received
and Cecil C. Burnette will en- by several
farmers, while more
My personal attention will be devoted to
ter the College of Agriculture than
Women's Wear
$500 an acre was realized
and Home Economics in Septem- by
giving you the best of service at a reasonable cost.
about 45 of the producers.
ber
as
freshmen.
Miss
Hatcher
"Nut More, But Betwill be a junior and Mr. BurMerchandise"
Small Flock Profitable
nette a sophomore.
A high school 4-H club memexclusively your,
Everybody reads The Leader! ber, Larry Wagoner of Millers302 Green Street
burg, Bourbon county, has recPrinceton, Ky.
(Incorporated)
berts, Phil E. Richards.
ords to show that last year he
Grayson county, R. E. Layman; made a profit of $372 on a poulHancock county, Eugene Hay- try flock which averaged 72
den; Green county, L. W. Shir- hens. Starting 110 New Hampley, Ellis Workman; Hardin shire Red pullets last October,
county, Lewis F. Bell.
he sold the last of his flook in
Logan county, (South Logan July. During that time, he gathDistrict) W. Gaston Coke, D. C. ered 12,686 eggs, or 175 eggs a
Dawson, Sr., Thomas J. Lyne, hen. His profit was the result of
G. E. Strickler, J. R. Trimble, R. good management and careful
4
L. Holcomb. (North Logan Dis- culling, according to Thomas F.
trict) J. M. Hester, T. R. McRey- Duffy, Jr., senior
assistant
nolds, Cecil E. Cornelius.
county agent. Young Wagoner
Christian county, John E. has been county poultry chamBarney, Irl Fentress George and pion for the last three years.
Henry Lilly, D. W. Dulin, William S. McCarroll, Lucian PedServe
canned
beansprouts,
\
en, S. A. Stroube, J. W. Dickson, well drained, on shredded lettuce
W. G. Duncan, Gilbert Hender- and topped with French dressin
son, Harry Keach.
for diferent salad.

21 Scholarships
To Ag. College

C. A. Woodall

onommosinnomiko'`

NOTICE
Gallaher Radio
Shop

wicarson

Ativ.Antag,
s III using glass jars
In deep freezing, made especially for this purpose, are pointed
out by Miss Elizabeth Helton,
professor of foods at the College
of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky.
Made without a shoulder, these
glass jars permit the frozen food
to slip out easily after slight defrosting. They are especially desirable for freezing fruit with
syrup, egg whites, yolks or the
combined whites and yolks.
Here are directions from Miss
Helton for freezing peaches in
glass jars: Make a heavy syrup,
using 4 cups of sugar and 4 cups
of hot water. Let cool, then place
in refrigerator over night. Add
two tablespoons of lemon juice
to the syrup just before using it.
Select per fee t,' table-ripe
peaches. Drop a few at a time
in boiling water for one minute,
then plunge into ice water. Slip
the skins and halve. Fill the
sterilized glass jars one third
full of syrup, and as the peaches
are peeled, pack them, cut side
down in the jar, pushing them
to force the syrup over them.
About eight halves may be
packed in a pint jar. Add more
syrup if necessary. Fill to threefourths inch from the top, then
place crumpled wax paper in
the jar to force the peaches
down as the lid is screwed in
place.

Students enrolling at the University of Kentucky's new North
ern Center in Covington next
Fall will be able to complet
64 credits, approximately onehalf of acadehlic work requlr
for a bachelor's degree, at the
off-campus unit, it was announc
ed this week by school authorities. Advanced students ma
take one-third of their work a
te Northern Center.
The final 2 years of undergraduate and the last two-third
of graduate study must be tak
en in residence at the ma'
campus in Lexington, U. K. ad
ministrators explained. The ma
jor change in credit policy take
the Northern Center out of thi
"extension" classification and allows students to pursue a ful
course of studies.

We have moved;
Now you can see
Us for a loan
Conveniently.

dae.Voaa/r,

Plenty of Rich
Creamy
Goodness
. . . in every spoonful
of our delicious ice cream.
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Watch 'tour
Kidneys
Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidneys are constaittly eltertag
waste m•tter from Om blood sues.. Hut
kidaey• sometimes lag la their work - do
not act as Nature intended --fall to re.
more Impurities that, U retained. may
poison the !system sad upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptoms may Im nagging backache,
persistent headache.•ttaek• of diastole*,
getting up nights, ewidling, puffiness
under the •yee---• feeling of iservotte
aastety and loss of pep and stresOls. ,
Other eigne of Sidney or bladder tes.
order are sometime. burning, toasty Is
teo frequent urineslos.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Ue•
Dean'sPills. Doon's
has winning
new friends for more than forty years.
They hare • nation-wide reputation.
Are recom mewled by grat•ful people the
country o'er- Ali your .1.g Abof I

FINE

SPECI
Mr.!verso

a
T

have
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SATUR 'TAO

Everybody reads the Leader
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CITY TAXES

.Let him show
and unusually
brand

SUITIN
COAT

City taxes are now due, and if unpaid after
November 1, subject to a ten percent penalty.

FA
AND

orst

i'ENT

for LAD1
GEN

So
Tailored to

All water acccunts are due the first of each
month, and if unpaid after the 18th of the month,
subject to a ten percent penalty.

FOR Y

Let him take y
ment for a Sail
delivered now Of

GEORGE C. GALLAHER

TPA.

hild Today
Right F

UK Northern Center
Offers Full Program

Glass Jars Help
In Deep Freezing

A general work stoppage by
union laborers and hod carriers
in the Lexington area last week
brought construction activity on
three University of Kentucky
building projects to a virtual
standstill and materially handicapped certain phases of construction on a fourth project.
Nearly 300 workmen on University projects were affected by
the walkout. While only hod
carriers and common laborers
quit in lieu of wage hikes, carpenters, bricklayers and plasterers were thrown out of work as
a result of the stoppage.

se tember 2,

GARLAND QUISENBERRY,

Goldna

Collector.

"Princeton's Fi
Store

Agemememer

I

Everybody

Time To So
Grass Seed
ALFALFA

It's Scarce and
Hard To Get, But-

Ladino Clover
Bluegrass
Crimson Clover
Orchard Grass

HO

WE HAVE

Red Top
Vetch
Timothy
Rye and Rye Grass

A complete selection of

That's Right,
We've Moved!
TO NEW, LARGER
GROUND FLOOR QUARTERS

Feed The Best

flavors to please everyone.

Try some of our

luscious ice cream
sherbet today.
and

wonderful

and

A cool

Feed Wayne

Mr. Dairyman: Milk prices are at the level
where you cannot off.
to miss today's opportunities. Feed prices
are LOWER Milk Pri
are UP!

taste

WAYNE FEEDS WILL PAY YOU

thrill.

Percent Dairy . . . 24 Percent Dairy . .. 32 Percent Dairy
Cold Feed - - - Wheat Shorts - - - Bran - - Soy Bean Meal
Tankage - - - Hog Supplement

16
•

110 W. MARKET STREET

WE HAVE A SUPPLY -

SPACE FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY KRINARD BAKERY

BARBED WIRE - - - FIELD FENCE
and Steel Posts and Steel Gates

raeitstate FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY.
NEW LARGER GROUND FLOOR OFFICES
110 W. MARKET ST.
PRINCETON
GEORGE WOODRUFF, Mgr.
PHONE 4711

On your way home tonight, take home a
pint of our ice cream for an extra-tempting, surprise dessert.

PRINCETON CREAMERY
PHONE 161
etswilem.

ROBINSON FEED & TRUCKIN
COMPANY

Phone 127-J

W. C. ROBINSON

Hapkincville

pane
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hild Today:

in doubt about the ned et the
method of attacking the problem, they are invited to consuR
their nearest Red Cross chapter.
comes listless, indifferent, and
avid Taylor Marks
In th ethre meals a day, they
swum,writiir
fatigued.
advise, the average child should
Red Cross nutritionists, sur- get at least these basic foods:
Education)
,kes Jack a dull boy? veying many communities, found "For breakfast: Fruit, cereal or
,,. eating the wrong that almost invariably from one- brea, milk or a milk drink. For
jo it. Writing in the third to one-half of the children Dinner: Maet or a meat substiEducation Journal", have poor eating habits. In many tute, potatoes, yellow or green
recent discoveries cases, the percentages run high- vegetables (or fruit) milk and
child is doing poor- er. 'To lead even a reasonably bread. For Lunch (or Supper):
he is not, "of neces- active life and have a fair chance Protein dish, fruit or Vegetables,
stupid or psychologi- of keeping up with his studies, bread and milk."
.,usted." He may be a growing child needs thre,
Four glasses of milk are the
mats a day. That seems so ele- daily requirements for growing
lungry.
; most American chil- mentary that you would sup- children, they. claim.
1 get enough to eat. pose it would be universally unGood eating habits depend
But, according to these derstood," they say. "Yet many upon sound teeth, and your child
enough
get
surveys
not
show
y may
that 10 percent or should be taught to look after
right kind of food. If more of the children skip at them carefully. Going to the denis in this category, his least one meal a day habitually." tist should be a pleasing exParents and teachers must halt perience, says Dr. Eugene J.
are half-starved
the time, and he be- this trend, they warn. If any are North of the University of Buffalo Dental School. Addressing a
conference at the 25th annual
meeting of the Amreicsn Association of Dental Schools, Dr.
North pointed out that a child's
dentist should have friendliness,
ability to inspire confidence and
and
capacity to feel a liking for children and a wish to help them.
Such a dentist should be capable of sizing up a parent, too.
are all set
He should try to -Mid out if the
TO REWARD
parent of the child patient is
"emotionally stable." "If he
YOUR
isn't," Dr. North said, "there is
a great chance that his child
will be whiney, jittery, emotionally tense; that in all probability
he will encounter a training
problem."
"The way a child will meet
the problems and opportunities
of living in his future years,"
says Professor Roma Gans,
Teachers College, Columbia University, "is determined by the
SEPT. 12-18
day to day life he leads from
birth through his sixth year.
FAIRGROUNDS—LOUISVILLE
These are not only the critical
BRING ALL THE
years of his childhood—they are
FAMILY TO ENJOY
the critical years of his whole
life. The improtance of group exAND THRILL TO...
perience, the give and take reKENTUCKY'S GREATEST
lationship with others of his own
PAGEANT
age from three years on, is essential in this important period

Right Food

rt

GREATER,
FINER, SHOWS
FEATURES

COMING..
1948

NOW IS THE TIME
FOR YOUR FALL PAINTING

UNDERGOES BLADDER OPERATION — Linda Markham,
(above), 4-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Markham of Borger, Tex., was all
smiles unaware that she was
to undergo an unusual operation Aug. 20, at Houston, Tex.
Linda has same ailment as
that
of Chicago's Patricia
Frances Lamphere. Her bladder, malformed during her
mother's pregnancy, is outside her body. Urologist in
Houston gave Linda "a 95
percent chance to survive" and
as least 70 percent chance of
growing to healthy womanhood. (AP Wirephoto)

Veterans carrying National
Service Life Insurance term policies will be able to renew them
for an additional 5 years upon
expiration of the present term
period, the Veterans Administraion advises.
G. I. term insurance taken
out by veterans before January
1, 1946, carries a term of 8 years
from date of issue. Policies is,ued after that date are for a
;)-year term.
Those who renew their term
insurance when it becomes necessary will pay a higher rate
than before, based on their age
at the time of renewal.
• • •
The majority of vetetans attending colleges and universities full-time under the G. I. Bill
will be able to work part-time
without having their subsistence
allowances reduced.
No reduction in subsistence
will be made as long as income
from productive labor and subsistence allowances does not exceed these monthly "ceilings"
established by Public Law 512

------------

last spring: (1) $210 for a voter- leges and universities, a veteran $105 a month if he has one dean without dependents; (2) $270 may receive $75 a month sub- pendent, and $120 a month if he
for a veteran with one depend- sistence if he has no dependents, has more than one dependent.
ent; or (9) $290 for a veteran
with more than one dependent.
This does not mean there is
See our large array of
a limit on what a veteran may
beautiful new fall
earn while attending college
ready-to -wears.
full-time. It does mean that a
veteran-student may receive his
full subsistence allowance if his
monthly earnings are not more
than $135 if he has no dependents, $165 if he has one dependent, and $170 if he has more than
one dependent.
For full-time training in col-

ACKACHE

Por quick comfertink help for Backache.
i1.hts. strong
Rheumatic Pains, Octti
Leg Palm,
cloudy urine. irsitath,
4nkles,
circle. under eyes. ILA,.1
)(Riney and
to non-orkanic and non ki+,
complete
Bladder trouble., try Cyst.o
.,teed. Mk
satisfaction ormoney bark
your druggist for Gimeek today

Don't Forget
OUR AUTO AUCTION SALE
Every S.sturday Beginning at 1010

1110.00 If They Do Sell
Anybody can MR • • • • • Anybody Can
MAIN ST. CAR EXCHANGE
AND AUCTION CO.
Hopkinsyllie, Kentucky

College Radio Schedule
Earl Young of the College of
Agricuture and Home Econom!cs, University of Kentucky, will
discuss "Silo Coatings" on Sept.
6, on the regular college radio
program to be heard daily over
WHAS at 12:45 p.m. Other programs to be heard are: Sept. 7,
M. S. Garside, "Four-H Livestock Shows;" Sept. 8, Robert
H. Ford, "Farm
Newscast;"
Sept. 9, A. J. Olney, "Horticulture Problems," and Sept. 10,
Stanley Caton, "Housing PulMiss Orinne Johnson will dislets." On Sept. 11 at 12:15 p.m.,
cuss "Homemakers Activities."

beautifully basic ...

Call Us For Prompt, Safe

LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING:SERVICE

A carefully crafted Annie Laurie of whispering tissue faille. A flattering fly-front to the waist, threequarter Dolman sleeves and a whirlwind gored skirt.
Sizes 11 to 17.

Authorized A eat For

Clipper

a.,

of getting a good start. Furthermore, now as never befor,e the
guidance of parents and teachers
is respected as playing a very
important part—for the good of
the child if the guidance is intelligent, for his own undoing if
it isn't.

NOW AMERICA'S FAVORITE
HOUSE PAINT BRINGS YOU

He'll call you
"THE CHARMER"
when you wear this
gracious Mary Lane
suit that simply invites compliments!
Sculptured beauty in every detail—see the artistically shaped
"Curve of Beauty" collar and
pockets. Pure delight to own
—it speaks proudly of fine
fashion —makes you pencil
slim and pretty as a Renoir
painting. Its lines magically
flatter your figure. Suited
beautifully for important dates,
smart office wear or shopping
in town. No matter where you
wear it—you know when you
wear it—you'te at your fashion
pest. Sheen Doeskin Gabardine
in spirited New Fall Colors.

Priced $37.50

When you shed your casual oir for a dois•hOur Mood, your loveliest look
is in a pair of Jacqueline.... whose siren lines, new lady•like grace werg
rneonf for your most important dress, •xciting moments., and whose
superb fitting, luxurious suedes and calfskin' deny their gentle price! Red,
Green, Brown, Black

AAAA to B.
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Goals for Year
Fixed By Officers
Of Homemakers

Interstate Office
Moves To Larger
Quarters This Week

legion Auxiliary
Invites Public

Air Parcel Post
Starts Sept. 1

STHM

TAX
PAYERS

State Police To Wear
Green-Gray Uniforms
Frankfort — State Police
Commissioner Guthrie Crowe
said this week bids will be asked in a few days on new uniforms for the State officers.
He said the uniforms will be
green-gray in color, including a
coat designed on the lines of
the Eisenhower battle, jacket.
Crowe said he expects the new
uniforms to be ready for use in
November or December.
He said 50 old automobiles are
being sold and 129 new ones
are in the process of delivery.
The State cars are to be painted
black, he said.
A plane flying from New York
to London is more than one
third of its way to its destination before it loses siht of the
Newfoundland coast.

PRINCETON MUSIC CO.
Has
For the First Time in
Princeton
A complete stock of Records..
A complete stock of Records
Phonograph Records that is a
complete stock of Records . .
A complete stock of Records...
A 'complete stock of Records.
A complete stock of Records.
A complete stock of—

RECORDS
Come In And

HEAR THEM
(In rear of Woodall's Office)

rt.fri
new. Also fl
-foot
in use one
year. p
3 ROOMS FOR RENT: Modern
Tudor; 98 Chev., Tudor; 39
per Market,
Freda
conveniences. Mrs. Frank FarChev., coupe; 37 Ford Tudor; , 37-J
mer, 821. N. Jefferson St.
Tudor.
Ford
33
See )W. B.
Phone 7,;14.
ltc
Ladd, one mile fromi/Golden PIANOS — RADIA
Gate on Princeton Road. HopSOLOVOX. T
MEN'S LEATHER COATS AND
kinsville.
lie , bottom price. DYE
JACKETS. In genuine cape_
409 S. Main,
Hop
skin, suede, horsehide leathers.
TIRES
Ph. 652-M.
$12.98, $18.98 and $22.50. Fed- With a written guarantee for car
erated Stores.
ltc
truck or tractor. Get our price GALLAHER RADIO
302 Green
Hodge Motor and Implement
street.
and deliver.
Are your headlights 0. K.? If
Company. Phone 87.
Scr%
tfc
teed. George r;
not, we can give you a perfect
job with the BEAR HEAD- MEWS NEW FALL SUITS AND
SEAT COI'
TOPCOATS, all-wool garbarLIGHT TESTER ALIGNER —
dine, hard worsteds. Federated Guaranteed not to II
a job that will meet state reFor your car or
Stores.
quirements. Hodge M o t or
ltc
tr
lation by experts a
Sales. Phone 87.
ltc MEN'S TOPCOAT
cost. Hodge
S. $37.50 to
Motor
$45. All-wool fleece, $19.95.
ment Company. Ph
FOR SALE: Gasoline engines,
Buy
yours
today
Lay-Away
on
1
to 21
/
2; 1 to 2, and 2 to 5
Kenmore Electric S
Plan. Federated Stores.
horse power. I Logan Traylor
ltc
chines—$119.95.Sc
farm.
Itp Kennedy
and Stalling — ElectOffice, Princeton,
790.
rical contractors; BRA wiring
MEN'S NEW FALL GA„RBARDINE PANTS in Grays, a specialty. Work guaranteed.
Greens, Tans and Browns. Phone 3854 or 541-W.
tie Livestoc
k Market
$8.95. Federated Stores.
ltc AFRICAN
VIOLETS: p i n k,
Sales were steady
white, lavender and purple. A. week on the
WANTED: BUS DRIVERS. Age
Pane
M. Harvill, florist. Eddyville stock
24 to 30. Minimum weight
Market Mon'?
160, maximum 200. If you are
ltc
ported by Brad 1
interested in a permanent
Total sold was 11
SAVE MONEY
steady job, have a good charBuy engineered Mo-Par parts beeves topped
acter rating and moral habits,
and accessories for
your %reels, $30; and
high school education, -tChrysler-built automobiles and
quire for,Mr. Robinson at the
trucks. Hodge Motor and ImGreyhound Bus Station, Owplement Company. Phone 87
ensboro, Ky. If you use inIt E fl %VP
tfc
toxicants and cannot meet
EDDY
ARNOL
the above qualifications do FOR SALE: One radio-phononot apply.
graph; trumpet; piano, and
ltc
girl's bicycle. Mrs. John Rice,
BATTERIES
Fredonia.
ltc
With a written guarantee for
Racked By
your car, truck or tractor. Get MEN'S HEADLIGHT OVERALL
our price. Hodge Motor and
PANTS. 8 oz. Sanforized 28 to
"Texarkana
Implement
Company. Phone
40 waist. $1.98 pr. Federated
87,
Stores.
tic
ltc PRINCETON MUS
(In Rear
FOR SALE: Used cars. 39 Chev., FOR SALE: Used 51
/
2-foot Frig-

Paper,Plates
15(
(...„,
Paper Napkins
Apple Sauce
10(
Sardines
22(
Pork & Beans „ ox. can 15(
Tomato Catsup cy.. bot. 15(
Ch
92(
Soda Crackers
Date Nut Bread soz.b.‘ 21(
Fruit Cocktail
Jelly
19(
Sausage
can1W
T
43(
Margarine
29(
P
.10(
Peanut Butter
33
Potato Salad
in_ 22(
Salad Dressing
kr 2k
Mason Jars
69(
Jar Caps
25
9-in., doz

pkg. of 8016(
'

OUR FAVORtTE

19 oz. can
NEW HOPE, IN TOMATO SAUCE
8 oz. can

SARATOGA BRAND

SCOTT COUNTY

14

eese
Land 0 Pines, 2 lb. box
DIME BELLE

2 lb. box 48(

CROSS & BLACKWELL

HUNT'S

16 oz. can 22IC

FARM BRAND

asst. flavors, 12 oz. can
Vienna, 4

02,

reet
or PREM, 12 oz. can
MY CHOICE, OR NU MAID

1 lb. pkg.

eas Lapel, early June,20 or.
Gold Craft

MRS. S. J. LARKINS
Tax Commissioner Caldwell County

I lb

QUEEN ANNE

16 oz,

Remember---

qts., doz.

Tin, 3 doz. for

WHEN BUYING INSURANCE
THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

John E.YoungIns.Agency
Tel. 25

Princeton, Ky.

And
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'
house and hi
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S. No. I,
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Jowl

71(

hly about 25 perc.

4itwaveisaprpeeqaur
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eedoffa..citiz•
valuations when
office",
ed
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leler
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ehrettiw
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re
,
c)
two State agents.
for list
expired August 41, .
pointed out, but .
ter.°j
onetnht laP
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ile"Is
re sess
teen extended thro
h.
$ few taxpayers
strenuous objection to .
..t here, which has
putting the asse
valuations in this cou
the State average this ye
Larkins said. The State Rations who are he
Kennedy and Brashe..
been at all times V
ble and helpful in th
to have Caldwell coo
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aid.

Paper Forks & Spoons
Paper Cups
ot
Apple Butter 2.0,

pmau
Failure
o
au
i
:F..ments

FOR HOT DRINKS

taxation hurts
d::1
:_
Ild',1y;villiansPyAsm
a several ways, Reven
• toner Clyde Reeves
Monday.
. assessments are bad
he told the cony d the Kentucky Real :
Association here. They a
• • the State of a so
for distributing equali
a4 to school districts,
•
- .„
seiatin for guessing p
.is technically eloatd
aciry colihties for this y•
- remarks Indicate
may be ready to start ye
hammering for better

FARM BRAND

KEYLESS

S

ardines
in oil, No. i s size
HOME STYLE, 19 OZ. CAN

Pickled Beets
Charcoal
Coffee
Corn
Flour
TE.,,(N
Juice
Freezing Powder
Potted Meat
Lunch Tongue
Oli
Peaches
Pickles
Freezing Salt
Mayonnaise
Jar Caps
Jar Caps

2 for
5 lb. bag

LOVING CUP

lb. 39c
3 lbs. $1
KENT FARM, WHOLE KERNEL
19 oz

Cl

Lite Flake, 2.5 lb. bag
GRAPEFRUIT
46 or. can

JUNKET

pkg

Si, no

Can 1

ARMOUR'S

12 oz. can

ves
Shufeldt, plain, 5 or. jar
MID SUMMER, HEAVY SYRUP
29 or. can

Bond's, sweet midget,

is

lodustries Away

I 1h. sox

QUEEN ANNE

Ili (o. tar

CROWN OR BERDARDIN

,Bananas large and golden, lb.

15( Oranges

in and cities from tr.
.• introduce new taxes
Property tax is still the h
of local government.
Counties get 95 percent
revenues from it, cities
.t. "It is especially im •
that it be administe
he said.
r the eonstitution p
Should be valued for ta
at its fair sale value
ky, property is put on books at figures rang'
five percent or less of
value, Reeves declared.
' than underassessm
omission of property C.
he went on. A re
-te showed about
1,200,
of lard in Kentucky
accounted for on the
he said- (There are ap •
4669,760 acres in
1.

as. Jar

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Apples u.
Lettuce

tY

,led
d

PKG. OF 14 FOR

MD SUMMER, halves, Heavy
Syrup

big solid heads, each

PLAY SAFE - - - CALL US

77
Is Extended
Id Property
essment Her

TIME FOR ONE MORE PICNI
BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS

CONWAY

TAX COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE OPEN
AUG. 2, FOR BENEFIT OF TAXPAYERS

P
PRIZE AS
0 FOOT
0
NEWS!.
-041AUNITY

"BOUQUET
ROSES"

16 oz. jar

It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to
appear at the Tax Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by the following law,
according to the Kentucky Statute,Section
132.220:
"It shall be the duty of all persons ownin
g or
having any interest in taxable property in
Caldwe:I County to appear before the Tax Commi
ssioner beginning August 2and have same listed
."

ronung Cm, 4.1

Classified Ads

George Woodruff, manager of
the Princeton office of Interstate Seeks Every Eligible
Finance Corporation of KentucMembers Of County's 14 ky, announced this week the Woman In Community As Member
Clubs Urged To Aid
firm has moved its offices to a
The American Legion AuxilIn Voters' Registranew, larger, ground floor loca- iary invites the public to attend
tion at 110 West Market street, its regular monthly meeting
tion; Work Planned
Officers of Caldwell county's in space formerly occupied by Thursday night, Sept. 9, at 7:30
14 Homemakers' clubs met in the Krinard Bakery.
o'clock, at the American Legion
annual session Monday afterRemodeling of the new quar- Home, Eddyville Road.
The Auxiliary would like to
noon at the courthouse to formu- ters has not yet been completed
have every eligible woman in
late plans and fix goals for the but will be finished within the
next several weeks. The firm the community a member of the
next year's work, starting in
has been conducting its business unit, Mrs. Ernest M. Childress,
September. Approximately 30 in the new location since Tues- president, said.
In the last year the Auxilwomen attended, the meeting, day.
The Interstate office, one of iary's $600 -pledge to the CaldMiss Wilma Vandiver, home
25 similar units the company well County War Memorial Hosdemonstration agent, said.
operates throughout the state, pital building fund has been
Mrs. Ray Martin and Miss
was opened in Princeton in the paid and the group has cooperatRobbie Sims, citizenship chairfall of 1941. It's office has been ed with the Business and Promen, urged each person present
located at 106 Court Square the fessional Women's Club in givto use her influence among
ing a party each month in the
last several years.
member,, of the county HomeMiss Nadine Oden, daughter recreational hall at Outwood for
makers' clubs and others to have
of Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Oden, patients. A percentage of dues
all eligible persons registeer, in
Hopkinsville Road, is cashier at of $1.75 a year goes to Auxiliary
order that they may vote in the the
State Department for rehabiliInterstate office.
general election, Tuesda y,
tation of veterans and a percentNov. 2.
Wood, Cobb; Mrs. Pat Tyrie, age goes to national department
FAREWELL TO CONSUL — Jacob Lomakin (left) Soviet
Goals for the reading chair- Farmersville; Mrs. Leon Cum. to carry on Auxiliary work.
Consul General at New York, stripped of credentials, walks
men were determined when Mrs. mins, Friendship; Mrs. J. r. This year ten girls, daughters of
on flag bedecked pier to board the liner Stockholm on his reW. 0. Newsom, county reading Graham, Hopkinsville R o a d, veterans, are being sent to
col- turn to Russia. His wife and
two children preceeded him
chairman, met with the follow- Mrs. M. J. Glass, Lebanon, and lege.."These are only a few of
aboard ship. Man at right is a ship's officer. (AP
Wirephoto)
ing: Mrs. Andrew Ladd, Cedar Mrs. Thomas White, Otter Pond. the worthy projects carried on
Bluff; Mrs. Ralph Griffin, CriMrs. Hugh Yates, county vice- by the Auxiliary," Mrs. ChilC. A. Woodall Receives
der; Mrs. J. W. Hollingsworth, president, met with the vice- dress said.
Eddyville Road; Mrs. Glenn presidents. and _goals were set up
Cash Award For Sales
Major project for this year is
Owen, Lebanon, and Mrs. Ramey' by Mrs. W. H. Pool, Mrs. Ora to raise funds to buy a much
C. A. Woodall, local insurance
Johnson from Otter Pond Club. avant, Mrs. Wylie Brown, Mrs. needed resusitator for Princeton
agent, has recently received a
The publicity group, under di- Denny Cash, Mrs. J. D. Asher, znd the new hospital.
Packages Will Receive
cash award from the Equitable
rection of Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. Shell White, Mrs. T. A.
Life Assurance Co., of New
Same Attention As
approved a chart set up on the Ladd, Mrs. Homer Mitchell and
Christian Church To
York, for meritorious service in
basis of major and minor les- Mrs. Elmer Jenkins.
Mail, Mahan Says
sons to guide publicity chairReports of these goals will Show Motion Picture
With inauguration of nation- forwarding a large volume of
business to that company durmen in furnishing variety to be given by each chairman
The Protestant Film Commis- wide—worldwide air
parcel post ing the first half of August,
it
monthly news articles during during the regular club meet- sion has released its second film,
the following year. Those who ing at the September meeting, "My Name Is Han." The com- September 1, the United States is announced.
can
boast of the most modern
Mr. Woodall attributes his
attended were: Mrs. Leo Cole- stated. Home Agent Wilma Van- mission, official production of
man, Be than y; Mrs. Tully diver.
19 major Protestant denomina- and expeditious delivery service success in the effort partly to
Choice, Cedar Bluff; Mrs. Earl
A district training school for tions and 13 interdenominational in the world, according to Post- the fact that the late "Babe"
Ruth held - a large policy with
clothing leaders will be held agencies, has again demonstrat- master John S. Mahan.
this company, which was payin the basement of the Baptist ed that a superior type of film
The new highly specialized ing Ruth the handsome
amount
Church,
produced
can
be
Madisonvi
carry
to
the
lle,
Sept.
2,
at
CLOVER
airborne service, enacted into of $407.49 a month.
The same
10 o'clock. Each of the 14 clubs Christian message. "Beyond Our
law by the 80th Congress, will amount now will
be paid to his
will send one leader and the Own" was the first film proNEEDS
afford patrons of more than 4/,- widow, during her
life time,
group will leave the courthouse duced.
11,
1
000 postoffices in America and and then will be
passed along to
at 9 o'clock, according to Miss
The universal story of Han,
its possessions unexcelled ship- the children.
pHos HATE FOUR-LEAF
related in this touching picture
Vandiver.
ping facilities. Transit time will
This notable case has been
shown
be
to
Sunday
night
at
Give your clovers a good big
be reduced to a fraction of that 'widely published
in a magazine
Canada is larger than the the Christian Church, was filmrequired by other modes of of large circulatio
helping of their favorite food—
n, Mr. Woodall
United States.
ed in China. It shows how one
transporta
tion.
and watch them grow! Feeding
said.
man found God when his neighPostmaster Mahan pointed out
hungrily
on
bors put Christianity into pracFOUR-LEAF
that air parcel post packages
Elizabeth Thomson Joins
tice. The public is invited L.•
Powdered Rock Phosphate, the
will receive the same particular
Don't let coughing. wheesing. recurring atWoodall Ins. Agency
this
service
clovers take their nitrogen
at
7:30
o'clock.
tacks of Bronchial Asthma ruin sleep and
considerat
ion
shown
air
mail
in
energy without trying MENDA00. which
Miss Elizabeth Thomson has
from the free air. You get a
works thru the blood to reach bronchial
routing. In addition, identical accepted a position
as bookkeephuge increase in clover growth, tubes and lungs. Usually helps nature quickly To Study Art
doorstep delivery will be given er and secretary
remove thick, sticky mucus. Thus allevi•tes
richer clover for livestock—
at Woodall InClaude Holeman left last
coughing nod aids f reer breathing and better
to air parcel post as is afforded surance Agency.
Oct 1dENDACO from druggist Satisand all following crops benefit sleep.
A graduate of
week for Los Angeles, Calif.,
faction or money brick guaranteed.
other forms of mail, making the Kuttawa High
from the increased soil phosSchool and Murwhere he has enroled in the
airborne
mail
service
unique
in
ray State College, Class of 1942,
phorus, nitrogen, and organic
California Art Institute. He has
every respect.
Miss Thomson was employed
matter. Grow phosphated clovbeen spending the summer with
He
added
that distinct air par- with the Federal Governme
ers—for low-cost soil improvehis father, H. L. Holeman, and
nt 4
cel post stickers, printed in red, '
ment.
tears, one of which was spent
Mrs. Holeman, Dawson Springs,
white and blue and bearing the vzith the
war department in
Write to . .
likeness of a winged package Tokyo, Japan.
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
She taught last
An iron ore field in LaboraThompson Phosphate CO.
with
the
earth's
globe
u
nd
e
r- year at Butler High School.
Contact
407 S. Dearborn St.,
dor is believed to be as rich
neath,
will
JAMES
soon
D
be
available
MASHBURN
Chicago 5, Ill.
as and larger than the fabulous
Phone 893
without, cost at the Princeton
Princeton, Ky.
Everybody reads The Leader!
Mesabi deposits in Minnesota.
postoffice to apply to outgoing
packages.
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